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INTRODUCTION. 

Among the Indian fresh-water fishes few have greater interest 
in the study of evolution than those belonging to the genus 
Garra. Great confusion has prevailed ill the taxonomy of this 
genus, partly because many of the species exhibit considerable in
dividual variability, and partly because ichthyologists have 
attempted to apply to theln specific standards unsuitable for forms 
apparently still in the process of adaptation to thefr environment. 
Scale-counts, nunlher of fin-rays and proportions are all important 
diagnostic characters in most Cyprinid genera; but in Garra, at 
any rate, they have much less significance than the structure of 
certain organs and appliances modified or produced in correlation 
with the peculiar mode of life adopted, apparently not very long 
ago, by the melnbers of the genus. Before expressing an opill~on 
as to how this has COlne about it is necessary that the genus 
should be investigated as cOlnpletely as possible on anatomical 
and taxonomic lines. This Annandale attempted to do, so far as 
the taxonomy of the Indian species is concerued, in two recent 
papers (1919a, b), while Narayan Rao (1920) has still more recently 
published a third paper on the same subject and Annandale and 
I have discussed the generic position of the fish in a fourth 
(1920). 
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The great difficulty under which we have laboured hitherto 
has been that the type-specimens of older species were not 
available and that the figures and descriptions previously pub
lished \vere inadequate. This difficulty has now been ovetcome to 
a great extent, firstly because the old collection of the' Indian 
Museutn, including types of the species described by Day, ~hich 
was sent to Dr. V Pietschmann before the beginning of war, has 
been returned to Calcutta, and secondly bec~ause I have been able 
to visit and obtain specimens from the same localities in which 
Hamilton Buchanan found his specimens of Cyprinus (Garra) 
lamta, the genotype of Garra. The collection of the Zoological 
Survey of India has also been very largely augmented by the addi
tion of specimens from many parts of the Indian Empire, and we 
have in particular received from Mr. Narayan Rao and Mr. G. E. 
Shaw) to whom Ollr best thanks are due, valuable. series from 
Coorg and t)le Darjiling. Himalayas respectively. The Bombay 
Natural History Society has also lent us some interesting forms, 
and practically all the Indian districts whence specimens of the 
genus.have been described are now well represent~d in our collection. 

My sincere thanks are due to Dr. N. Annandale for placing 
the valuable material in my hands for investigation and descrip
tion and for allowing me to visit some hill-streams to study these 
fishes in nature. I am indebted to Dr. S. W Kemp for going 
through the ma1?-uscript with me and also for some valuable sugges
tions. I have also to express my obligations to Mr. 'fate Regan 
for the courtesy he has shown me in sending at my request a copy 
of Heckel's original description of the genus Discognathus. 

HISTORY 

Hamilton Buchanan, in his classical work entitled C( An 
account of the Fishes 0/ the Ganges J " published in r822, was the 
first to describe a species-Cyprinus lamta-with a disc behind the 
lower jaw, which he (. found in rivulets, with rocky bottoms, in 
the province of Behar, and in the Rapti River of the Gorakhpur 
District. " This characteristic form he referred to his ninth divi
sion of Cyprinus which he termed Garra. A decade after this 
Gray (1832) figured a similar species, Cyprinus gotyZa, also V\dth a 
disc on the lower jaw, from" Mountain Stream, India JJ ; while 
McClelland (r838, I839, 1842) recorded a l1um_ber of species vvith 
the same character from streams in the Eastern Himalayas. The 
latter, however, described his specimens under two genera, Gono
rhynchus and Platycara, and seems to have attached no importance 
to the character of the disc. Sykes {1841} also paid Uttle atten
tion to this well-tnarked structure in Chond'Yostoma mullya from 
South India and it was left to Heckel to recognise its value as a 
generic distinction "(Nhen he referred his Syrian specimens (1843) 
to the new genus Discognathus. Heckel refers to Gray's species 
and also to those described by McClella'nd, but seems to have been 
unaware of the existence of Cyprinus lamta and Chondrostoma 
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mull'Ya. In 1844 he described Discognathus tusitormis from Bom
bay and two years later he recorded similar forms from Abys
sinia. Jerdon (I849) recorded.Gonorhynchus gotyla and described 
two new species in the same, genus from South India; while Blyth 
(1860) adopted Platycara of McClelland in describing a ne,w spe
cies from Burma. Bleeker (r863a) recognised Buchanan's Garra 
as a distinct genus and gave the name of Garra ceylonensis to. a 
new species from Ceylon: In the Atlas Ichthyologique, III, p. 24, 
1863, Bleeker described two subgenera of Garra, Ham. Buch., 
Garra and Discognathus, distinguishing them merely by the number 
of barbels, which are four in the former and two in the latter. 
Day (I865, 1867) in a series of papers 'on the Fishes of South 
India gave an account of some neV\7 species. of Garra, and in 1869 
erected a new genus M ayoa for two' specimens he found in the 
Calcutta l\tl useum which probably came from N ortherll India. 
After the pUblication of Gunther's catalogue (I868) Day, when 
writing a "Monograph of Indian Cyprinidae" (I87 r), evidently 
recognised only one Indian species of Discognathus, for he places 
qll tlIe then known, species, with the exception of D. variabilis, 
under the synonymy of D. larltta; at the same time he allowed his 
neVl7 'genus, M ayoa, to stand with, a single species, M,.. modesta. 
Next year he recorded a peculiar specimen from the Salt Range t 
Punjab, which he referred to D. lamta. In his later works Day 
(1878, 1889) abolished his new genus and recognised three species, 
viz. D. lamta, D. ierdoni and D. modestus. Steindachner (I867) re
,corded Garra (!otyla from Simla and added a few notes on the 
-characters of G. lamta; Gunther (1868) recognised Discognathus 
1Jar~abilis and D. nasutus and described D. macrochir as a new spe-
, cies; all the remaining known forms he regarded as synonymous 
with D. lamta. In 1889 he also referred specimens collected in 
Afghanistan to D: lamta, while Playrair (1870) and Blanford 
(r8,0) gave on his authority the same name to their Arabian and 
Abyssinian specimens. Sauvage (1874) obtained a new species, 
D. prochilus, in Ch,ina, while Lortet (1883) and Tristram (1884) 
referred their Palestine examples to D. lal1tta, the latter author 
pointing otlt, however, that they might represent the species
D. rUfus-which Gunther' had considered to be;;a synonym of the 
-former. Vinciguerra (1883) recorded D." lamia from Africa and 
described' a new species, D. chiarinii, from the same continent. 
Later on, in 1889, while writing an account _of the fishes of Burma, 
he named another new species D. imberbis and recorded D. lamta. 
Nikolsky (1897, 1899) recorded D. variabitis and D. lamta from 
Persia and its vicinity, but later on (lg00) described the speci
mens which he had previously refeIred to D. variabilis as a new 
species, D., rossicus, while those referred to D. lamta were made 
the type of another new species, Garra persica, by Berg (1913). 
Boulenger in a series of papers {Igor, I903, 1905) and ill his two 
works (1g07, 1909) on the fishes of Africa stimulated research in 
this genus and himself described and figured as many as seven 
species of Discognathus, while quite -recently another species has 
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been described from the same continent by Nichols and Griscom 
(1917). Vaillant (1902) described H new species. D. borneensis~ 
from Borneo; this was referred to the genus Garra by Fowler 
(1905) and again placed in the genus Discognathus by Weber and 
Beaufort (1916). Pellegrin in 1905 gave the name of D. 'Yotkschil4i 
to a species from Abyssinia; this Boulenger in 1909 regarded as 
doubtfully sYl10nymous with D. de111beensis. Rega~ in 1909 and 
1914 described two new species, one from Yunnan and the other 
from Waziristan respectively. Jenkins (I909), after having ex
amined the specimens in the Indinn Museum, preferr~d to callallof 
them D.lamta and in 1Q10 he also referr~d a fish frotll Baluchistan 
to the same species. In 1912 Garman described a new species, 
G. imberba, from Western Syechuan, China. He referred ·it to a 
new subgenus of Gatra, which he termed Ageneiogarra. This 
subgenus he distinguished from the two others recognised by 
Bleeker (I863) by the absence of barbels. Zugmayer -(I913) hesi
tatingly referred his examples from Pishin in Baluchistan to two 
species, D. lamta and D. variabilis; while Cbaudhuri in the same 
year recorded D. laffzta from the Abor Hills.. Annandale (.I9I3), 
when writing notes 'on the fishes of the Lake of Tiberias, recog
nised at least four races of D. lamta and in Chaudhuri's paper he 
pointed out that the Abor examples might represent the "Assa
mese race nas'utus of McClelland; ill two more recent papers (19I9) 
he recognised many I.ndian forms to be specifically distinct. J Of

dan and Evermann (I917)) when urging the re.vivalof old names, 
pointed out that Garra is a valid genus, and Rae> (I920) has 
quite recently described certain. fishes from Mysore under this 
generic name. Still more recently Annandale and myself (1920) 
discussed the advisability of recognising both Carra and Discog· 
nathus on certain al1atomical grounds. Prashad (1919) described 
a new species from the Kangra Valley, Punjab, and in 1920 Iout
lined the evolution of Garra from the allied Cyprinid genera. 

The chequered history of t~e genus Garr.a, charact~rised by 
the presence of a mental disc behind the lower jaw, has resulted 
from variotls causes. The greatest confusion has, however, 
centred round Garra lamta of \l\hich a short and inadequate descrip
tion without a figure was given in An account 0/ the Fishes 0/ the 
Ganges by Hamilton Euchanan. An illustration of a species with 
the disc-character welt marked occurs among the manuscript 
drawings of this author, now preserved in the libzary of the 
Asiatic Society of Bengal; it is labelled Cyprinus godyari. Both 
godyari and lamta are local names of the same fish in the Bhagal .. 
pur and Gorakhpur districts respectively, and it is clear' from a 
remark on page 103 of Day's volunle on the fisheries and botany 
of Bengal (in Hunter's Statistical Account 0/ Betlgal, 1877) that 
the two names refer to the same species. Day, who is quoting 
from a manuscript of Hamilt.on Buchanan, says, "The Godiyari 
of the Bhagalpur list is here called lamta." 

There has also been some confusion as to the exact localities. 
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whence Buchanan obtained his specimens of godyari and lamta .. 
On page 8 I of the volume cited a hove the habitat of the godyari. 
cited under the name sahari, is given as. (I small streams among 
rocks south of Monghir"; the lamta has been stated to occur 
"in the Rapti River of the Gorakhpur District." Nowadays 
}Jlonghyr is not included-in the Bhagalpur District but is in a district 
·of its own; the hills towards its south, to which Buchanan. referred, 
are the well-known Kh aragpur Hills. While gathering information 
for a tour in these hills my attention was drawn to a significant 
passage in the District Gazetteer 0/ M nnghyr (1909) where the 
.author, dealing with the fishes of the Man River, observes that, 
"The pools below the waterfalls along the latter river are tenanted 
by a little fish which the woodmen declare to be the young tengra. 
When flood conIes tbis little fish finds it very difficult to hold its 
own against the stream; but nature has provided it with 'a sucker J 

which enahles it to fasten itself to the rocks and wait securely 
until the flood has passed." This passage proved of great as
sistance in determining the habitat of Garra lamta recorded by Ha
milton Buchanan from the th~~ known B3agalpur District and in 
October 1920 a series of specitncns was obtained in the Man River'. 
-The fish were fairly abundant in small pools belo\v the Kalin 
waterfall, but it was very difficult to net them as on the slightest 
provocation they would hide themselves underneath stones. By 
bai1in~ the water from an isolated pool in the course of the Katin 
nallah eight specimens were obtained, one was found 'in the 
Bhaura Stream, a tributary of the Man River, and another near 
the Uttar band, the canal outlet on the easten1 side. From the 
passage quoted from the Gazetteer, it would be inferred that 
the local name of Garra lamta is "tengra" in these parts. I 
have not been able to verify this, but found two local names 
instead current among the fishermen, Gudar 1 and Patharclzat; in 
the former reference is made fo the rounded subcylindrical 
form of the fish and in the latter to its habit of adhering to 
stones. The fish was said to be very common during the rains 
and it is stated that at this season a large number climb up the 
artificial waterfall known as Katin. After having made collections 
at Kharagpur, I went to Gorakhpur to see the fishes of the Rapti 
River t but failed to find a single specimen of Garra. Moreover the 
name lantta was strange in the town of Gorakhpur and its vicinity. 
Even enquiries from old fishermen elicited no information as to 
the occurrence of a fish with this name in the district, nor did 
they recognise as local fish some specimens of Garra which I had 
brought with me. It may here be remarked that the Rapti River 
near Gorakhpur is a muddy channel and its bed is no'where rocky 
within a few miles of the town. 

In giving a synopsis of the species of a genus of fish a good 

1 Gudar is also the vernacular name given to all species of Nemachitus in 
the Kumaon Hills. 
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deal of importance is generally attached to the number of fin-rays 
and scales, but in Garra these characters are variable and it is 
impossibte to use them in separating one species from another. 
Jenkins (1909) relied on these very chara~ters and came to the 
conclusion that, "there are no specimens of Disco{!.nathus in the 
Indian Museum which justify me in considering that there is more 
than one Indian species of this genus." In both the· Indian and 
_I\frican species the general rule is that there are -seven to eight 
branched and two to three unbranched rays in the dorsal, while 
in the anal there are five branched besides one or two that are 
unbranched. The nutnber of scales along the lateral t\ne .varies 
fronl 33 to 44. l\larked deviations froln these numbers occur only 
as abnormalities and minor difl'erences are always bridged over 
when a large series of specimens are examined froni the same 
locality. 

In the absence of any well-marke~ characters, in the number 
of scales and fin-rays, Gunther (r868) attributed to G. lamta a 
,rery wide range extending from "Syria to Assam," and ever since 
this statement was made, authors in general have attributed any 
species of this genus from any part of this region to G. lamta. 
In particular Day) who had previously recognised several species 
from South India, subsequently {1871} referred them all to G. 
lamta, but later on (1878) insisted 011 the specific validity of G. 
ferdoni. 

No less confusion has been caused· by a black spot that is 
present in many species behind the angle ~of the 9perculum. Also 
there is often a series of black spots at the base of the fin-rays of 
the dorsal fin. 

In certain species of Garra a proboscis is present on the snout 
and this has been regarded as a secondary sexual character res
tricted to males, in G. stenorhynchus and G. bicornuta, however, the 
proboscis is known to' be common to both sexes. Very little is· 
known about the variation of the proboscis or the conditions which 
influence its formation. I have found after examination .and 
dissection of a large series of specimens from all parts of India 
that wherever a well-developed proboscis is present it is always, 
common to both sexes except in the classical species G. lamta, in 
which a peculiar proboscis is present in the male sex only. 

The credit of stimulating research in this genus belongs to 
Boulenger, who recognised many species of Garra from Oriental 
Africa and pointed out in 1907 that the Asiatic species of the g~nus 
were much in need of revision. Annandale (1913, r919) attempted
to revise the Indian species in a series of valuable papers, but' 
unfortunately the old collection of the Indian Museum containing 
Day's types was at that time interned in Austria, having been 
sent to Dr. V Pietschmann before the outbreak of war. 
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PROBABLE EVOLUTION OF THE DISC IN GARRA, AS· 
REPRESENTED BY A SERIES OF SPECIMENS 

COLLECTED IN MANIPUR, ASSAM. 

The young specimens on which the .following observations 
were made, were collected in various hin-streams that flow into the 
Manipur Valley from the surrounding Naga Hills. I have figured 
eight stages in the text, seven of which are drawn from the Mani
pur specimens whi:e stage 2 is a copy of the illustration previously 
publi$hed by Annandale and myself (1920), The origin al of 
the figure was then referred to Garra nasut'lf,s, but I am unable 
to assign it to any species now 011 account of the inlmaturity 
of the specimen, which is orily 7:4 mm. in length. The Manipur 
exatnples are, however, much larger and I have been -able to iden
tify them as Garra ru.peculus, This is one of the slnallest known 
species of the genus arid is extremely well-adapted for life in 
rapid running streams, The following are the localities and mea· 
surements of these examples :-

Stage No, 

I 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
~ 

I ~ocality, 

Small stream, 3 miles N, \V, of Potsengbaum 
Small stream ne~r Kangpokpi 
Thaubal stream near Yaribuk 
Sikmai stream near Palel I 

Thaubal stream near Yaribuk : :: I 
" " " I 

" " 
II 

" 
.• , I 

I ~ength without 
caudal. 

mm. 
13'4 
18'5 
20'0 

I8'S 
21"0 

19'0 
25·0 

It is unfortunate that very little attention was paid to the 
preservation of these specimens in the field; I was not aware at 
the time that these young examples would yield such interesting 
results. The region of the head, however, is well preserved in all 
the specimens, but the opening of the mouth, which in some ex
amples gapes widely, while in others it is completely rlosed, consi
derably alters the ventral aspect, especially the extent of the 
labial folds and the lips. It is clear from the mea~urements given 
above that the stages in the develop ment of the disc are not 
necessarily correlated with size, but that they may dep~nd upon 
the age of the fish. We are as yet ignorant of the stimuli that 
hasten or retard the development of this interesting organ in a 
particular environment. 

The figures are semi-diagran1nlatic alid are drawn with the 
help of a camera lucida. 

Great difficulty has been experienced in the terminology of the 
dis(! and its associated structures. The mouth in this genus is 
situated 011 the under surface and hence the so-called upper and 
lower lips are reatly anterior and posterior in relation to the mouth. 
Moreover the true ~ips are only visible either in the less ad vaneed 
species or in the younger stages of the more advanced forms; with 
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the growth of the fish they are in the latter case covered by 
secondary folds. These, the anterior and the posterior labial folds, 
have hitherto been termed the upper and the lower lips. 

1. 

3. 

2. 

4. 

6. 

D. 

8. 
TEXT-~'IG. 1.-I)evelopment of tnental disc in Garra. 

1-8 rep,-esent successive developmental stages of the disc in Ga"ra. 
a = rostral barbel; b = median portion of posterior lip; c = posterior 

labial fold; d = connective; e = callous portion of disc; f='papillate disc 
rudiment: g= anterior labial fold; h = anterior lip ; i = mouth; j = lateral 
swollen portions of posterior lip; k = maxillary barbels; 1 = branchios
tegal rays; m = posterior, free margin of disc. 

Although the de\"eloplnent is gradual I have thought it C011-

veniellt to select a number of representative stages and'to describe 
each in detail. 

In stage I the mouth is situated slightly behind the tip of 
the snout and is bordered by the true lips. In front of the ante-
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rior lip (h) is a narrow groove which separates it from the fold (g) 
-covering the tip of the snout. Both the lips are continuous near 
the angle of the "nlouth. The anterior lip is of alnlost" uniform 
thickness throughout and is partially covered by a flap of the 
posterior lip (i) near the angle of the mouth. The postetior lip 
-can be divided for description into three parts, the nledian narrow 
part (b) and the two swollen bulb-like lateral portions (1). The 
bony elements of the jaws are not visible. There are two pairs 
of short barbels and the eyes are distinctly visible from below. 
There is as yet no indication of the disc and the branchiostegal 
membranes which meet at an acute angle are continued forwards 
for a considerable distance. 

A slightly more ad vanced sta~e is shown in figure 2, the only 
noteworthy feature being ,the presence of an altnost circular area 
(represented by dotting in fig. 2) imnlediately behind the posterior 
lip. This area I consider to be the rudiment of the disc organ. 

In stage 3 the disc rudiment (I) is restricted and is repre
sented by a few papillate concentric lines, the squarish area 
bet\veen these and the posterior lip nlay now be called the disc 
proper (e). At this stage the branchiostegal menlbranes are sli5htly 
separated and the branchial isthmus has become wide. 

A marked change is shown in stage 4. The disc rudiment is 
now represented by a transverse line of papillae (J) just behind 
the disc proper (e); the anterior portion of the latter is indistinct
ly demarcated as a somewhat prominent lobe which ultimately 
develops into the posterior labial fold (c). Changes have also 
taken place in the lateral bulb-like portions of the posterior lip (i). 
A snlall area on ea<.h side is separated off just at the angle of the 
mouth and is represented in the fi.~ure as a connective (dj between 
the anterior and the posterior lips. The branchial isthmus is 
still further widened and the branchiostegal rays are slightly re
duced with their membranes somewhat separated. By a careful 
"conlparison of the fOll! stages it can readily be seen that the 
Inouth has shifted backwards and that the anterior labial fold is 
"coming into prominence. 

Between the fourth and the fifth stage there is a lack of 
"continuity. The disc rudiment is entirely absent and the anterior 
labial fold is more extensive; it has altnost covered the anterior 
.lip (h), of which only the Inedian portion is visible. The mouth 
"opening has shifted still further backwards and the disc is we 11 
m;lrked with lunate anterior (c) and semicircular posterior "(m) 
borders. In the development of the branchial isthmus, the 
branchiostegal men;tbranes and rays and the posterior lip, the 
"specimen from which this stage is described is less advanced than 
that sbown in stage 4.· The connectives have not yet been separ
.ated. though near the angle of the mou~h the lip is greatly 
swollen. 

In stage 6 the features of the disc and the anterior lahi~l 
fold (c) are well pronounced, and the connective (d) is a distinct 
"structure. Changes "have also taken pllce in the posterior lip and 
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the branchial region. The antero-median portion of the posterior 
lip (h) has become very thin and in its _ place the anterior border of 
the disc· is coming into prominence. In the branchial region the 
isthmus is wider} and the rays lnuch reduced. 

In stage 7 we are approaching the definitive form. The an
terior lip is entirely hidden ·underneath the labial fold which is 
now distinctly fringed and tuberclllate, a11d the median portion of 
the posterior lip is represented -by small prominences in front of 
its posterii)r swollen region. The connective is well-marked and 
forms an anterior continuation of the posterior border of the disc 
on either side. The posterior jaw is now visible in the middle~ 
The branchiostegal membranes no longer meet behind the disc and 
their rays are greatly reduced. 

In the final stage all traces of the posterior lip are gone ex .. 
cept for the connective (d) near the angle of the mouth; the mouth 
is now surrounded by secondary folds both anteriorly and poste
riorly. The isthmus is much wider and the rays iIi the branchi
ostegal membranes greatly reduced. Fronl this stage it is but a 
small step to reach the condition found in the adults of the most 
advanced species. The only change is that the isthmus is still 
wider and the rays further reduced. 

It "vilt be advantageous at this point to enumerate the lines 
along which the development of the under surface of head has 
taken place in Garra :-

(i) The anterior labial fold develops considerably and ultimate .. 
Iy covers the anterior lip. 

(ii) The anterior lip, though prominent in the younger stages,. 
is much reduced in the older and is covered by the anterior labial 
fold. 

(iii) 1'he luouth, \vhich at first occupies a position near the tip 
of the snout, becomes shifted backwards and in all the old~r stages. 
is clearly ventral in position. 

(iv) The posterior lip 'in younger stages is narrow in the 
middle, but greatly thickened near the angl~ of the mouth. Dur
ing the development of the fish. the median part is replaced by a 
posterior labial fold; but the thickened portions near the an~les 
separate off and form definite connectives on either side between 
the upper labial fold and the posterior border of the disc. 

(v) The disc begiris as a finely papillate squarish area just 
behind the posterior lip. Its anterior portion is early marked off 
into the disc proper and the papillae (which are probably the disc· 
rudiments) are pushed backwards. They ultimately vanish arid their 
place is taken by the posterior' border of the disc. The anterior 
border of the disc is lnarked off as a posteriot labial fold having a 
callous circular portion in the middle. ~ 

(vi) 'fhe branchial membrartes containing the branchiostegal 
rays meet for a considerable distance in young i~dividualsJ but 
v~dth the growth of the fish they are widely separated and the 
rays in thenl greatly reduced. 
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(vii) The eyes in the adult are usually invisible from below 
though visible in the first few stages on the under surface. 

It seems quite probable that the various ch~nges enumerated 
a bove have been brought about by the rolling of the skin cover
ing the snout towards the under surface and that the mouth 
changes its position and is being gradually shifted backwards. By 
this process the anterior labial fold is formed and the divergence 
and reduction of the bran('hiostegal membranes and the rays 
brought about. How the true lips are replaced by secondary folds 
is a matter of detail. The disc develops from the papillate disc 
rudiment. 

In adults of certain less specialised speeies of the genus, the struc
ture of the disc and the associated organs resembles a stage in the 
development of typical species of the genus. Thus C. chaudhurii 
and G. quadrilnac'Utatus are similar to stage 4, while G. vinciguerra~ 
shows a considerable resemblance to stage 5. In almost all the 
species that occur. in Persia, Syria and Africa the mental disc is 
less specialised and the true lips are u~ually present. The ne\v 
species from Darjiling' is represented by three specimens. two of 
which are mature males and the other a ripe female. The nlental· 
disc in the three specimens shows progressive specialisation begin
ning wit~ stage 4 of the developmental series described above. 
It is not uncomnlon to find one or two specimens in a big collec
tion of typical Garra in which the branchiostegal rays meet at an 
acute angle behind the disc and the branchial isthmus is narrow. 
It is still more common to meet with examples in which the poste
rior and, the an terior borders of the disc are poorly developed, but it 
is always possible, after examining a large number of individuals 
from the same locality, to refer them along with normal speci'"\ 
mens to their proper species. 

In the collection of the Zoological Survey of India there is a 
series of young specimens from Madras collected by Major Sewell. 
Of these I have been able to determine only four stages which are 
separa ted froln each other by fairly wide gaps. 

SKELETON OF THE MOUTH-PARTS. 

Boulenget (I907), when defining the genus Discognathus, gave 
the following short account of its skeleton :-" The skeleton is 
very similar to that of Labeo, but the premaxillaries emit short 
ascending processes, the posterior edge of the mandible is raised 
into a process at the symphysis, and the clavicles do not form a 
diaphragm. " So far as the skeleton of the mouth-parts is con
cerned, I find gt:eat dissimilarity between that of Labeo and that of 
Gar1a. The nearest approach to Garra is made by Cir1hina and 
Crossochilus. The following are some of the salient points in 
which the mouth-parts of Labeo (fig. 2, 5, 5a) differ from those of 
the other genera enllmer ated above :-

(i) The bones are distinct and separate and ha ve not coalesced 
to form a rigid structure. 
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(ii) The maxillae of the two sides are widely separated in the 
nliddle. 
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TEXT-.F'IG. 2.-Skeleton of nlouth",parts of Garra and allied g·enera. 

I. Garra mullya (Sykes), ventral view. 
I Q. Same, lateral view of upper and lower jaws. 
2. Carra rosst'cus (Nil(olsky), ventral view. 
2a. Same, lateral view of upper and lower jaws. 
3. Cirriht'na 1nrigala (Ham. Buch.), ventral vie\\'~ 
3a. Same, lateral view of upper and lower jaws. 
4. C1'OS50chilus latia (Ham. Buch.), ventral view. 
4a. Same, lateral.view of upper and lower jaws. 
5. Labc() rohita (HelIn. Buch.), ventral view. 
Sa. Same, lateral view of tl.pper and lower jaws. 

e. 

._ .. Jz, •. 

a=lnaxiUa j b= preluaxilla iC = Jl10uth cavity;d = lower jaw; e= urohyal; 
f = branchiostegal rays; g = portion of sl(uH; It = preoperculum ~ ~. == dentary' 
J = jugal j l =' splenial; (I = interopercuhtt11 ; q = quadr;tte i S = articul;tr. 
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(iii) l'be articular and dentary bones on each side have fused 
to form a single piece, but those of the two sides are distinctly 
separate. 

(iv) The preopercular bones meet or slightly overlap just 
behind the lower jaw, presenting an articular surface anteriorly. 

(v) The branchiostegeal rays are concealed unner the oper
cular borders anteriorly and are not visible for a considerable dis
tance behind the mouth. 

(vi) The mouth points anteriorly and is con~iderably nearer 
to the dorsal than to the ventral profile of the fish. 

From the points enumerated· above it is clear that Labeo re
presents a ~keletal structure of the mouthparts., which is ~t a low 
stage of organisation; but at the same time we must remember 
that in Labeo the mouth is suctorial and this probably accounts 
for th.e mobility of its component parts. 

Now let us examine more closely the condition found in a spe
cialised member of the gentls Garra (fig. 2, r, Ia). The sutures 
between the various bones are a.bsent and the skeleton presents 
a solid structure. The mouth having been shifted backwards, the 
luaxillae and the prelnaxillae are "veIl developed and are fairly broad. 
'l'he back\vardly directed process of the posterior jaw (corresponding 
to the articular bone, etc., of other bony fishes) is short and curved 
instead of being straight as in Labeo; those of the two sides are 
widely separated and articulate with the quadrate of each side 
respectively. The basihyal is very prominent in the nliddle behind 
the lower jaw and is qistinctly separate from other structures 
throughout its length posteriorly. Anteriorly it is flattened out 
laterally on the dorsal surface and to this are attached the anteri
or ends of the branchiostegal rays which a.re greatly reduced and 
are represented by two or three short bony elements. The rays 
of the two siqes are wide! y separated in the Iniddle. On account 
of the position of the mouth, both the jaws have to be accommo-
dated in a short space. . 

·In a less specialised form of the same genus (fig. 2, 2, 2a) the 
fusion of the bony elements is not complete and the position of the 
mouth near the tip of the s~out considerably alters the whole 
arrangement. The jug-al is visible as a separate bone and a faint 
line of demarcation can be made out between the dentary and the 
articular bones. The articular is almost straight and meets the 
opercular border behind; it is visible on the ventral surface. 
The basihyal is seen as a rounded proc~ss behind the posterior 
jaw, but is covered for a great~r part of its length by the branchi
ostegal rays, which are but slightly reduced. The rays of the 
two sides meet for a considerable distance on the ventral surface. 

The structure met with in Clrrhina (fig. 2, 3, 3a) is not very 
different from that described Above, the ol1ly differen·ce being that 
more of the opercular elements are visible on the under surface, 
the visible portion of the basihyal is further rerluced and the 
branchiostegal rays and the articular bones have become more 
marked. 
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In Crossochilus (fig. 2, 4, 4a) the mouth is situated consider
ably behind the tip of the snou t and consequently the structure of 
the mouth-parts is different from that found ~n Cirrhina, and in 
certain respects reselnbles that of a specialised form of Garra. It 
may also be pointed out that, like Garra, a fringed, tuberculated, 
well-developed anterior labial fold is present in Crossochilus. The 
articular bone is f~irly extensive and only a small portion of the 
basihyal is visible from below. The branchiostegal rays meet for a 
short distance behind the tip of the basihyal and then suddenly 
diverge out\vards. The rays are reduced. 

AIR-BLADDER AND ASSOCIATED SKELETAL STRUC
TURES. 

'fhe air-bladder has long been considered to be an orgap o{ 
the greatest importance in the taxonomy of the bony fishes and 
especially in distinguishing the families of Cyprinoidea. I have 
carefully examined, this organ in the various species of Ga1'1'a and 
also in Labeo rohita, Cirrhina mrigala and Crossochilus latia. The 
comparison is instructive. The normal type of bladder is present 
in Cirrhina (fig. 3, 2) and Labeo (fig. 3, r) and its length is con
tained about 3·3 times in the length of the fish including the 
caudal fin. The anterior chamber is smaller than the posterior 
and is in the fornl of a short massive cylinder. The posterior 
chamber is almost as broad as the anterior a short distance behind 
its comnlencement, but thence it gradually tapers to the end. In 
all. the less modified species of Garra that I have examined, viz. G. 
adiscus, G. rossicus, G. blanfordi and G. rulus, the bladder agrees 
with this type in forin and extent, whereas in all specialised species 
of th~ genus and in Crossochil'us Latia it is somewhat modified. 
The nlodifications chiefly' consist in the form .and extent of the 
posterior chamber, which, instead of being swollen in the middle, 
may be of uniform thickness throughout, with its walls somewhat 
thickened. This condition is found in Ga'Yra gravelyi, G. JOenkinsoni
anum and G. mUltya. In the remaining species the whole of the 
bladder is greatly reduced a:nd its length. is never contained less 
than 5 times in the :length of the fish. The extreme phase of 
reduction within . the . genus is reached in Garra stenorhynchus, G. 
arabica, G. gotyla and G. nasut~tS, in which the bladder is contained 
abo.ut IS times in the length of the fish without the caudal. In 
G. gotyla, G. nasutus and. G. ·lissorhynchus, the bladder is covered by 
a thick, fibrous coat and is firmly fixed to the body-wall. In 
some species the posterior chamber is greatly reduced and its cavit1 
almost obliterated. 

In Crossochilus (fig. 3, II) the bladder resembles that of certain 
species of Garra; its length is contained 5·3 times in the total length 
of the fish. The posterior chamber is long but of uniform. thickness 
throughout. 

H~ving found so much variation in the species of Garra as 
regards this interesting organ I was almost tempted to regard ·it 
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TEXT-FtG, :).-:\ir .. bladder of (;lll'ra and allied genl·ra. 

J. Labeo rohita (Ham. Bueh.). 
2 Cirrhina mrigala (Ham. Ruch. I. 
.). Carra rufus (Hecke}). 
. ;. Carra blallfordi (Boulenger), 
,). Gal'ra rossiclIs (Nikolsky). 
o. Carra ad?'scllS (Annandale I. 
7. Garra lamta, Ham. Buch. 
8. Garra jel1kinsonianum, sp. nov. 
9. Gal'ra gl'avelyi (Annandale). 

10, Carra mullya (Sykes). 
I I. Cl'ossoc/Zilus latia (Ham. Buch.). 
12. Carra b£corlluta, Rao. 
13. Gayra mullya (Sykes), hill-stream 

forl11. - . 

1 -/., Can'a notafa (Blyt h), 
GaYl'a sp. !from Persia}. 
Ga1'1'a naganellsis. sp. nO\' • 

Garra prashadi, sp, no\'. 
Garra jerdoni, I )a\', 

Garra '/lempi, sp, 110\', 

Garl'a ab/wyai, sp. no\', 
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Ga1'1'a I iss()l'hy nell II S \ IVI cell'I I a nd). 
Gal'ya gotyla ((~ray). 
Garra nasutus UVJcClelJand). 
Carra stenorhy llehlls (J erdon). 
Carra aJ'abiea, sp. no\'. 
Garra stenorhYllelius (Jcrdoll). 
r;arl'a rlfPecu/lls (McClelland). 
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as a specific character; but further examination showed that. it is 
not onlv variable in the different species of the genus, but dIffers 
in indt~ir1ual-; of the same species as well. Moreover, in the young 
individuals it is in all species v~ry mu~h like the normal form. As 
I have already remarked, it is not surprising to find considerable 
variation in an organ which snows retrogressive degeneration. 
I hope to deal with this aspect of the ma~ter shortly in a separate 
paper dealing with the adaptations of the hill-stream fishes. 

I have exatuined the \veberian ossicles in these genera and 
do not find any great departure in any of them from the normal 
form. The platform formed by the transverse processes of the third 
vertebra shows certain modifications, but their discussion is beyond 
the scope of the present enquiry. 

GARRA AND DISCOGNATHUS. 

Quitf: recently Annandale and myself (1920) recognised Dis
cognathus as a separate genus fronl G.I'I'Ya, basing our distinction 
mainly on the position of the mouth. which in the former is situat
ed near the tip of the snout, on the presence of vestigial lips 
·and disc in l)iscognathus and lastly on the fact that· in the genus 
Discognathus the ., opercular and preopercu]ar borders" meet "at 
an acute angle on the ventral surface some distance behind the 
adhesive disc." In view of th.e developmental series described 
above and also.in view of the occ.urrence in the Darrling Hima
layas of a form very sitni1ar to G. quadrimaculatus from Oriental 
Africa, I am unable to retain the view recently expressed by Annan
dale and myself. If two genera are adopted the systematic position 
of certain stages in the development of some advanced members 
of Garra becoll1es obscure and certain abnormalities due to restrict
ed development cannot easily be ref~rred to their proper genera. 

Garman (1912) divided the specifs of the genus Garra into 
three groups which he considered as distinct subgenera. He based 
his distinction on the numbe.r of barbels' and recognised Bleeker'$ 
(1863) two subgenera, Garra and Discognathus, as valid. He at 
the same time proposed a llew sub genus, A geneiogarra (to accom
modate his species G. imberba from Chi na), characterised by the 
absence of barbels. The specific name he employed for his new 
species is preoccupied; as Vinciguerra (1889) bas described a fish 
from Burma as Discognathus in'lberbis. The barbels are so minute 
throughout the genus that I do not regard their occasional absence 
as a character of subgeneric importance. 

As regards the relationship. of Garra with otner Cyprinid 
genera, it is better to postpone a full discussion until the Malay 
forms assigned to Crossochil~f,s are available for examination. It 
lllay, however, be poi~ted out that great similarity exists between 
the mouth-parts of Ctrrlzina. Crossvchilus and Garra and that 
Cirrhina holds the same relation to Crossochilus which the less· 
specialisecllnemhers of Garra hold to the more specialised forms 
in the genus. 
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SYNOPSIS OF· THE INDIAN AND SOME OF THE 
EXTRA-INDIAN SPECIES OIt' GARRA. 

In the synopsis I have included 21 Indian and 5 extra-Indian 
species of Garra. With the exception of G. imberbis, which can 
be' easily recognised by the total absence of its barbels, I have 
examined specinlens of all Indian species. I have not included 
G. wanae from \Vaziristan because in Regan's description of the 
species I could not find those characters which I have employed 
jn building up the synoptic table. 

The table does not apply to young individuals. The names 
of extra-Indian species are placed in square brackets. 

a. Barbels absent 

a' • Barbels presen t. 
b. Pupil of eye wholly in posterior half of head. 

c. Proboscis present. 
d. Proboscis trilobed. 

~. Lateral loqes of proboscis short and in front 
. of nostrils , , , , .. . .. , 
e'. Lateral lobes of proboscis almost as long as 

central lobe, covering nostrils .. 
d'. Proboscis a single projection without lateral 

lobes. 
~ e. Proboscis well-developed with well. defined 

lateral tubercular areas. 
f Snout as seen 'from below trenchant and 

bearing a well-defined almost semi-circular 
lobe; space between gi1l~openings on under 
surface less than post-orbital length of head. 

f'. Snout from below evenly rounded and 
convex; space between' gill-openings on 
under surface greater than post-orbital 
length of head. 
g, Eyes small, contained 5 to 6 times in 

length of head; distance between anus 
and origin of anal fin less than 1-/3 the 
distance between origins of anal and ven-
tral fin~ .. ' ." 

g'. Eyes moderately large, contained 3'7 to 
4'3 times in length of head j distance be
twe~n anus and origin of anal fin greater 
than 1/3 the distance between origins of 
anal and ventral fins 

ef
• Proboscis not well developed; represented by 
a prominent squarish area in front of nostrils j 

lateral tubercular areas poorly developed. 
f. Dorsal fin considerably higher than length 

of head j lobes of caudal fin equal 

f'. Dorsal fin' almost equal to or less high 
than length of head; lol?es of caudal fin not 
equal 

c', Proboscis absent. 
d. Tubercular areas on snout present 
d'. Tubercular areas on snout absent 

b'• Pupil of eye not wholly in posterior half of head. 
c. Pupil of eye nearer posterior margin of opercu

I urn than tip of snout. 

G. imberbis (Vincigu
erra). 

[G. arab£ca, sp, .. nov.] 

G. bicornuta, "Rao. 

G. monti-salsi, sp. nov. 

G. go~yla (Gray). 

G. stenorhynchus (Jer
don). 

G.gravelyi 0' (Annan
dale). 

G. nasutus (M celen.). 

G. jerdoni, Day. 
G. annandale;, Hora. 
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d. Proboscis present on snout forming a distinct 
median knob; no groove marking off tip of snout 

d'. Proboscis absent or represented by a raised 
area between the nostrils. 
e· Tubetcles on snout usually present i two short 

lateral grooves marking off tip of snout ... 
e'. Tubercles if present few j no grooves on 

snout (snout smooth) ~ 
_f. Anterior origin of dorsal equidistant from 

tip of snout and base of caudal. 
g. Scales present in post-pelvic 'region and 

on dorsal surface in front of dorsal 

g'. Scales absent in post-pelvi~ region and 
on dorsal surface in front of dorsal 

I'. Anterior origin of dorsal not equidistant 
from tip of snout and base of caudal. 
g. Ven.trals distinctly reaching beyond anal 

openIng. 
Iz. Anus situated almost midway between 

anterior origins of anal and ventral fins 
h' ~ Anus not situated midway between 

anterior origins of anal and ventral fins. 
j. Distance between anus and anterior 

origin of anal fin greater than 1/3 
distance between anterior origins of 
anal and ventral- fins 

j'. Distance between anus and anterior 
origin of anal fin less than 1/3 dis
tance between anterior origins of 
anal and ventral fins 

g'. Ventrals almost reaching or not reach-
ing the anal opening ... . .. 

C't Pupil of eye almost in tniddle of head or nearer 
tip of snout than posterior border of operculum. 
d. Belly and dorsal surface in front of dorsal fin 

naked ... 
d'. Belly and dorsal surface in front of dorsal fin 

not naked. . 
e. Anterior origin of dorsal almost equidistant 

from tip of snout and base of caudal. 
f. l\1axillary barbels shorter than diameter 

of eye. 
g. Diameter of eye contained 3'9 times in 

length of head .. ... ... 
g', Diameter of eye contained 4'4 times in 

length of head ... 
j'. Maxillary barbels longer. than diameter of 

eye ... ... '" 
e' Anterior origin of dorsal not equidistant from 

ti p of snout and base of caudal. 
I. Anterior origin of dorsal nearer tip of snout 

than base of caudal. 
g. Mental disc absent or rudimentary 

g'. Mental disc present. 
h. Anterior origin of ventra:ls distinctly 

nearer base of caudal than tip of snout, 
j. Anterior origin of anal nearer base 

of caudal than anterior origin of 
ventrals 

G, I amta . 0' flanl. 
Buch. 

G. mullya (S.ykes). 

G. lissofhynclzus (Mc
Clell,). 

G. ablzoyai, sp. nov. 

G. kernpi, sp. nov. 

G. naganensis, sp. nov, 

G. prashadi, sp. nov. 

G. gravelyi, ~ (Annan
dale), 

G. "ossicus (Nikolski), 

[G, sp.] 

G. notata (Blyth). 

G. chaudhurii, sp. nov, 

[G. adiscus (Annan
dale). J 

G. lamta. ~ Ham. 
Buch. 
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j'. Anterior origin of anal-nearer ante
rior origin of ventrals than base of 
caudal 

h', Anterior origin of . ventrals almost 
equidistant from base of caudal and tip 
of snout 

f'. Anterior origin of dorsal nearer base of 
caudal than tip of snout. 
g. Ventrals extending beyond anal open

ing j anus considerably removed from 
base of anal fin .. ' 

g'. Ventrals just reaching anal opening j 

anus close to base of anal fin , .. 

[G. 11 1t/US (Heckel).] 

G.jenkinsonianum, sp. 
nov. 

G. rupeculus (~c
Clell.). 

[G. hlanfordi (Boulen
ger) .J 

PART I. INDIAN SPECIES OF GARRA 

Garra bicornuta t Rao. 

1920 • Garra bicornuta, Rao, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (9), VI, p" 57, pI. i, 
figs. 3, 3a , 3b. 

Of this species 1 have exa'mined six specimens; three are 
females and in the remaining three I have not been ab.le to deter
mine the sex. 

There is a well-marked trilobed proboscis on the snout. The 
lateral lobes are free and tapering while the median lobe is 
represented by an immoveable rectangular prominence. The 
nostrils are situated near the bases of the former and are covered 
over by them. 

The air-bladder is reduced, but its form is of the normal 
Cyprinid type. The following are the dimensions of the air
bladder in a specimen 9'7 cm. in length :-

Length of anterior chamber 
" "posterior' " 

Greatest diameter of anterior chamber 
I, 

" 
" posterior " 

.... 6'5 mm. 

.. , II'O " 

... 4'6 1/ 

.. , 3'6 " 

In another mature female specimen 12'5 cm. in length, the air
bladder is contained almost 9 times in the total1ength of the fish 

Tunga R., Mysore ... Narayan Rao .,. 3 syntypes and 3 
other specimens. 

Garra monti-salsi, sp. nov. 
1872. Discognathus lamta, Day, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal XLI (2), 

p. 318. 
1878. Discognathus lamta, Day (in part), Fish. India II, p. 527, 

pI. cxxiii, fig. I. 
1889. Discognathus lamta, Day (in part), Faun. Brit. Ind. Fish. I, 

p. 346• . 

In this characteristic 'species the dQrsal profile is slightly 
arched, the ventral is straight and horizontal anteriorly but rises 
to the base .of the caudal fill posterIorly. The head is much 
de~ressed and is almost rectangular; its length is contained 3'9 
times in the length of the fish without the caudal; it is 1"4 times 
as long as broad. The eyes are situated in the posterior half of 
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the head and their superior margin is coterminous with the dorsal 
profile; the diameter is contained 5 times in the length of the 
head. The interorbital space is som·ewhat concave and is 2·2 
times .as broad ,as the dianleter of the eye. The snout is thrice 
the diameter of the eye and bears a well-developed median pro
boscis, which extends almost to the anterior end of the snout. 
The dorsal profile of the proboscis is convex and the ventral 
concave; it is constricted- in the middle and is tuberculated near 
the anterior swollen end. The snout is marked by a deep trans~ 
verse cleft near its anterior end and bears two prominent tuber
cular areas, when seen from belo\J\l" the -snout appears to be 
trenchant and shows a well-defined almost semicircular lobe near 
its tip. The nostrils are situated externally at the base of the 
proboscis a short distance in front of the eye. The posterior 
nostril of each side is conlpletely cover~d by a rectangular lid. 
The slit of the mouth is arched and the mental disc is well 
developed. There are two pairs of barbels shorter than the dia
Ineter of the eye. The gill-openings extend for a consider~ble 
distance on the under st1rface and are separated from each other 
by a distanc~ slightly greater than the diameter of the eye; the 
opercular bones are not followed by a fleshy flap posteriorly. The 
lateral line is alnlost straight and is in the m.iddle of the body; 
there are 32 scales along its length and 7 longitudinal rows between 
the bases of the dorsal and the ventral fins. The dorsal fin is· 
situated nearer to the tip of the snout than to the base of the 
caudal fin; its base is equal to the length of the head in front of 
the posterior margin of the orbit; the first branched ray is the
longest and is much higher. than the .body; the free margin of the 
fin is c~nca vee There are eight branched rays in the dorsal 
besides three that are not branched. The ventrals are ·situated 
below the middle of the dorsal and their origin is slightly nearer 
the base of. the caudal than the end of the snout; they extend to 
the anus and are somewhat shorter than the pectorals which are 
.considerably shorter than the length of the head. 'the anal alnlost. 
extends to the base of the caudal fill. 

The air-bladder is small and the scales on the chest and on 
the middle of abdomen are poorly developed. 

The· unique specimen of the species had been opened out 
and the viscera removed, but still I have been able to' find a few 
tninute eggs in the oviduct. It is a female 109 mm. in length 
without the caudal fin. 

Type-specimen.-F 9953/1, Zoological Survey of India (Ind. 
M'I~s.). 

Locality.-'Ihe specinlen was purchased from Day and is the 
original of the figure referred to above. It was collected for him 
" by Dr. \Vaagen from the Nilwan ravine near the Shapur salt 
ranges, " Punjab. 

Since the above description was written, I have found several 
specimens of the species in the unnamed collection of the Indian 
MuseUln from the Khewrah gorge (alt. 2000 ft.) in the Jheluin 
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District, Punjab. 'fhe adults agree with the type-specimen very 
closely. In the young individuals the proboscis is short and the 
.snout vvhen seen from below is not trenchant but is evenly rounded; 
the first few rays of the dorsal fin are greatly elongated and the 
gill-openings are somewhat wider. 

Garra gotyla (Gray). 

1832. Cyprinus gotyla, Gray, Ill. Ind. Zool., pI. 88, figs. 3, 3a. 
1,867. Garra gotyla, Steindachner, Sitze Ak. Wiss. Wien LVI (I), p. 

360, pI. 2. figs, 
1919. Diseognathus kangrae, Prashad, Ree. Ind. Mus. XVI, pp. 163-

165, figs, 1 and la. 
1919. Diseognathus jerdoni var. kangrae, Annandale, Ree. rnd. Mus. 

XVIII, p. 74. 

It is after long hesitation and not without reserve that I recog
nise this species as valid. Gray has not given any description of his 
species, but as lllost of his figures are made from specimens col
lected in Northern India, I have referred the North Indian speci
mens with a well-developed proboscis to this form. The specimens 
from the Eastern Himalayas differ, as regards the shape and pro
portions of the head, from those found in the Western Himalayas. 
-The eyes in bo th sets of specimens) are, however, in the posterior 
half of the head and are comparatively smaller than in allied 
species of the genus. 

The air-bladder in a specimen from Kangra, Punjab, is 
minute; its anterior chamber' possesses a thick fibrous coat which 
firmly attaches it to the dorsal body-wall. The walls of the pos
terior chamber are somewhat thickened. The following are the 
measurements of the bladder in a specimen 14 cm. in length ;-

Length of anterior chamber 
" "posterior" 

Greatest diameter of anterior chamber 
" t, "posterior" 

4'5 ~lm. 
3'5 mm. 
3.0 mm. 
I'S mm. 

Gal1 a gotyla has a fairly extensive but restricted range as it 
-occurs along the base of the Himalayas throughout their length. 

Jaugal Khad, Kangra, Panjab .. . 
Kangra Valley, hill-streams .. . 
Ravi R., near Madhopur, Punjab 
Simla 
Chumba , .. 
Dhik~a, Gharwal Dist., U .P. 
Mahanadi R., Darjiling Dist. 

N. Annandale 
Punjab Fisheries 

" " Purchased from Day ... 
" I, 

R. Hodgart 
G. E. Shaw 

Garra s~en~rhynchus (J erdon). 

4· 
12. 

Several young. 
I. 
I. 
I. 
Several. 

1849. Gonorhynehus stenorhynehus, Jerdon, Mad1as Journ. Lit. Sci. 
XV, p. 310. 

1849. Gonorhynehus gotyla, Jerdon (nee Gray), ibid., p. 309. 
1867. Garra gotyla, }Jay (nee Gray), Proe. Zool. Soc. London, p. 288. 
1919. Diseognathus jerdoni, Annandale (nee Day) in part, Ree. Ind . 

. Mus. XVI" p. 132.-
1919 .. Diseognathus jerdon":, Annandale (nee Day) in part, Ree. Ind. 

Mus. XVIII, p. 73, pI. ix, fig. I and pI. xi, fig. 3. 
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1919. Discognatlzus stenorhynchus, id., ibid., p. 74, pl. ix, fig •. 3; pI. 
xi, fig. 4. 

1919. D£scognathus gotyla, id., ibid., p. 75, pI. x, fig. i; pl. xi, fig. 6. 
1920. Carra jel'd01Zia, Rao (nee Gray) in part, Ann. Afag. Nat. Hisi. 

(9) VI, p. 53. 
1920. Ga1'ra stenorhyn'chus, id., ib£d. s p. 53. 

The proboscis on the snout exhibits considerable variation 
and it is on this account that so many different species have been 
recorded or described from South India. Having examined nu ... 
merous specimens of this form, I am convinced that all these 
should be referred to G. stenorhynchus. The extent of the snout 
does not depend upon the age or the sexual maturity of the 
specimen as is shown by the collection before me. The specimens 
with a comparatively small proboscis have been referred to B. 
7"erdoni (nee Day) both by Annandale and Rao; but on dissection 
some of them have been found to be full of eggs. 

The air-bladder is rather characteristic and provides a good 
specific distinction. In a ripe female specimen 12 cm. in leng'th t 

the following are the measurements of the bladder :--
Length of anterior chamber 

" "posteror II 

Greatest diameter of anterior chamber 

" " " posterior " 

5·omm. 
3'5 tnm. 
3'8 mm. 
2'0 mm. 

The bladder is provided with a thicker coat; its posterior 
Fhamber is swollen anteriorly and drawn out into a fine process 
posteriorly, the walls of which are thickened. 

Nierolay Streanl, Bhavani R., 
Base of Nilgiris. 

Hill-streanls, Coorg, Mysore '" 
Mettupalaiyanl, Dist. Coitnba

tore. 
N ilgiris, 1\1 adras 
Madras 

'? 

N. Annandale 

C. R. Narayan Rao 
N. Annandale 

F. Day ... 

" A.S.B ... , 

Garra gravelyi (Annandale). 

II. 

18. 
7· 

2. 

I. 

1918. Discognath';4s lamta, Annandale; Rec. Ind. Mus. XI", p.' 45. 
1919. Discognathus g1avelyi, Anflandale, ibid., XVI, p. 133, pI. ll~ 

figs. 3, 3a . 

Of the five specimens procured by Dr. N. Annandale from the 
lnle Lake and the He-Ho stream, two are ripe females, one ripe 
male and two immature males. The type specimen of G. gtavelyi 
is the mature male and differs considerably Jrorn the female speci
ill.ens, but the presence of two young males serves to a.certain ex
tent as a connective link between the two forms. In the male the 
l11ental disc is better developed, the mouth is consideraLly behind 
the tip of the snout and consequently the labial fold is more ex
tensive, the pectoral fins are longer than ' the head, the snout 
possesses an indistinct proboscis and the head and body are some
\vhat depressed V\Tith the chest almost naked, while the female 
Jacks all these characters. 
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The air-bladder. is quite normal and is no~ much reduced. In 
a specimen 9'7 em. in length, the following are the measurements of 
the bladder :-

Length of anterior chamber 
" "posterior " 

... II mm. 

... 22 mm. 

Specimens of this species were examined from the following 
locali ties :-

He-'Ho stream, S. Shan States 
Fort Stedman, Inle Lake, S. Shan 

States. 

N. Annandale ... 

" 

Garra nasutus (McClelland). 

Plate XXIV, fig. 4. 

3·, 
2. 

1838• Platycal'a Jlas?~ta, McClelland, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal VII (2)r 
p. 947, pI. lv, figs. 2, 2a and 2b. 

1839. Plafycara nasuta, McClelland, Asiatic Res. XIX, p. 300, pI. 
lxvii, figs. 2. 

1839. Gonorhynchus caudatus, McClelland, z'bid., p. 37~. 
1868. Discognathus nasutus, Gunther, Cat. Brit. M{(s, Fz'sh. VII, p. 7(l. 
1913. Discognathus lamta, Chaudhuri, Rec. Ind. Mus. V II 1, p. 247. 

This species is known to me froin one adult specimen frotn 
the Abor Hills and from nUOlerous young and half-grown speci
mens from Manipur, Assam and Manjhitar, Sikkim. As McClel
land's description of the species is brief and his figures totally 
inaccurate, I take this opportunity to redescribe the species from 
the adult specimen with notes from the young examples. 

D. 2/8-9. A. 2/5. P. 14. V. 8. 
In Garra nasutus the head and body are greatly depressed and 

the fish c011les to resemble the species of the Homalopterid gentls 
Balitora in form. The d.orsal profile is slightly arched; the ventral 
is straight and horizontal throughout. The head is almost as 
broad as long; the length is contained 5 '7 times in the total1ength of 
the fish. The length of the caudal fin is contained 5'4 times and 
the depth of the body near the origin of the dorsal fin 6'2 times in 
the length of the fish. The eyes are dorso-lateral in position and 
are 'invisible from below; th~ are situated in the second half of the 
beg,d and their diameter is contained 4'2 times ill the length 
of the head, 2.6 times in the length of the snout and twice 
in the interorbital distance. There is a short, broad and indis· 
tinct proboscis on the snout ~,the tip of the snout is marked 
off into a rounded lobe. There are two pairs of short barbels, 
shorter than the diameter of the eye. The mental disc is almost 
circular and coextensive with the width of the head. The lateral 
line is straight! it is somewhat nearer to the ventral than to the
dorsal surface. The scales are rather thin and almost indistin
guishable; there are 34 scales along the lateral line and 8 longi
tudinal series of scales between the bases of the dorsal and the 
ventral fins. The dorsal fin is higher than the body and is almost 
as long as the head; it') origin is nearer to the tip of the snout 
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than to the base of caudal fin. There are nine branched and two 
unbranched rays in it and the first branched ray is the longest. The 
ventrals originate before the fourth branched dorsal ray_ and extend 
to beyond the anal opening. The caudal fin is deeply emarginate, 
the lower lobe is much the longer. -The colour of the body and 
head in spirit is uniformly dark brown with the exception of the 
ventral surface which is dirty-white. The colour of the upper 
and the lower surfaces of the paired fins corresponds to the colour 
of the dorsal and the ventral surfaces of the body respectively. 
There are black spots at the b~ses of the dorsal fin rays and the 
membrane between the rays is also blackened. 

Extreme modification of the air-bladder occurs in this specie~. 
Both the chambers_ are minute and possess thick walls. There is 
a thick fibrous coat covering the bladder and fixing it firmly to the 
body-wall. The following are the measurements of the bladder in 
the adult specinlen :-

Length of ant~rioc chalnber 
" -" posterior " 

Greatest diameter of anterior chamber 

" " 
" posterior " 

2·5 mm. 
3°5 mm. 
2·5 Inm. 
1·5 mln. 

In the young speciulens, the head and body is not greatly 
depressed and the air -bladder is cOlnpar-atively larger" The two 
lobes of the caudal fin are unequal and an indistinct proboscis is 
present on the snout. The head is fairly long and bluntly pointed, 
and the eye in SOUle examples is not wholly in the posterior half 
of the head. The upper surface is dark and the under surface of 
the head and belly is white. The fins are white and at the base of 
the dorsal fin there are small black spots; sometimes a big black 
blotch is present before the base of the caudal fin. In an example 
from Manipur one of the rostral barbels is furcate. 

Annandale (see Chaudhuri, 19I3) identified the Abor specimen 
froln Siyom River as Discognathus lamta subsp. nas'tfttus (McClel
land). 

Distribution.-McClelland recorded it from the Khasi and the 
Mis~mi Hill tracts. Specimens of this species have now been 
obtained in the Abor Hills and in the Manipur Valley, Assam. I 
refer numerous young specimens from Sikkim to this species with 
some doubt. 

Siyom R., below l)anlda, Abor So W. I{emp 
}-I ills. 

Assam Purc~ased fronl Day 
Manjhi tar, Sikkinl B. t. Chaudhuri ... 
Streanls in the Manipur Valley S. L. Hora 

Measurements in millimetres. 
Total length, including length o{ caudal 
Length of caudal 
Depth of body near origin of dorsal ... 
Length of head 
Width of head 
Dialneter 0"£ eye 
Length of snout 

1o 

Several. 
20. 

136.0 

25°0 
20'0 

23°5 
22'0 

5°5 
14·5 
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I nterorbital width JI'O 

19'0 
12'5 

23'0 

19'0 
24'0 

23'0 

Length of caudal peduncle 
Height of caudal peduncle 
Longest ray of dorsal 

" "" anal 
Length of pectOI al 

" "ventral 

Garra jerdoni, Day. 

1867. Garl' a jel'doni, Day, Pl'oc. Zool. Soc. London, p. 288, 
1878. Discognathus jerdoni, Day, Fish India .. II, p. 528, pI, cxxii, 

fig. 6. 
1889, Discognatlzus jerdoni, Day, Fau11. Brit. Ind. Fish, I, p. 2+7. 
1919. Discognathus elegans, Annandale, Rec. Ind. Mus. XVIII, p. 76, 

pI. ix, fig. 4 i pI. xi, fig,S, 
1920. Garra platycephala, Rao, Ann. Mag. Nat, Hi!Jt. (g) VI, p. 56, 

pI. i, figs. 2, 2a, 2b. 

This species is readily recognised by its fiat or slightly con
cave head and by the presence of a large number of prominent 
tubercular areas on the otherwise smooth snout. 

Rao described Garra platycephala from young specimens in 
which the tubercular areas are not raised and the snout, though 
marked by a large number of mucous pores, is uniformly flat-
tened. . 

The air-bladder is much reduced; the following are its 
measurements in a female exalnple I3'9 cm. in length :-' 

Length of anterior chamber 
I, "post~rior " 

Greatest diameter of anterior chamber 
" IJ ,', posterior " 

6'5 mm. 
5'0 mm. 
4'3 mm, 
2'S mm. 

Specimens of this species were exatnined from the following 
localities: -. 

Bhavani R., Nilgiris, l\1adras 
Nierolay Stream, base of Nilgiris 
Cavery R., Seringapatam, Mysore 

Purchased from Day 
N. Annandale... ..\ 
C. R. Narayan Rao 

Garra annandalei, sp. nov. 

I. 
2. 

I. 

1878. Discognathus lamta, Day (in part), Fish. India II, p. 527, pI. 
cxxii, fig. 4. 

188y. Discognathus lamta, Day (in part), Faun. Brit. Ind. Fish, I, 
p. 246, fig. 87. 

The fish is almost subcylind.rical with the head and body 
slightly depressed. 1'he dorsal profile rises considerably from the 
tip of the snout to the base of the dorsal fin beyond which it 
gradually slopes to the base of the caudal fin. The ventral pro
file is straight throughout. The length of the head is contained 
4-5 times and the depth of the body 4-5 to 5 times in the length of 
the .:fish without the caudal fin. The head 'is r'2 times as long as 
wide. 'rhe eyes are laterally placed, slightly below the dorsal pro
"file of the head, and are invisible from below; the diamete.r is COB

taitied 5'.2 times in the length of the head and ~bout 2'5 titnes in 
the length of the snout and in the interorbital width. The lnouth 
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is small and is situated considerably behind the anterior end of the 
snout; the mental disc is well developed. There are two pairs of 
short barbels, shorter in length than the diameter of the eye; a 
distinct deep groove runs from the base of the rostral barbels to 
the angle of the mouth. The dorsal fin commences in advance of 
the ventrals and is distinctly nearer the tip of the snout than the 
base of the caudal fin, its longest ray is shorter than the depth of 
the body below it. The pectorals are shorter than the head and 
are separated from the ventrals by half of their own length. The 
ventrals extend beyond the anus but do not reach the base of the 
anal fin. The caudal fin is deeply emarginate; the caudal pedun
cle is 1'2 times as long as high. The lateral line is straight and 
runs almost in the middle of the body. There are 34 to 38 scales 
along the lateral1ine and 8 series of longitudinal rows of scales 
between the bases of the dorsal and ventral fins. There is a scaly 
sheath to the base of 'the dorsal and a scaly appendage to that of 
the ventrals. The scales are large but inconspicuous on the chest 
while they are fairly well marked on the belly. 

The sides and the upper surface of the head and body, in 
spirit, are dark; the under surf·ace is dirty white. The pectoral, 
dorsal and the caudal fins are dusky; the ventra Is and the anal 
whitish. Some of the scales along the lateral line show a pinkish 
tinge in th~ centre. 

Type-specimen.-F ro071/1, Zoological .Survey 01 India (Ind..
Mus.). 

There is a mature female purchased from Day which is labelled 
as having come from Assam. Several other specimens have recently 
been sent to us by Mr. G. E, Shaw from various streams at the 
base of the Darjiling Hima]ayas. 

M easurenlents in millimetres. 

I .. ength of fish without caudal 
" "head 

Width of head 
Depth of body near orig in of dorsal 
Diameter of eye 
I .. ength of snout 
I nterorbital width 
J .length of caudal peduncle 
I-Ieight of caudal peduncle 
Longest ray of dorsal 

., I'" anal 
r .length of pectoral 

" 'I ventral 

Garra mullya (Sykes). 

A, 
118 

26 
21 

23·5 
5 

-13'2 
12'5 
18 
16 
20'S 

17 
23 
19'5 

B. 
1°5·5 

23 
18 
23 
4-5 

11'7 

10'7 
17'5 
14 
21·5 
17 
19'6 
19 

IS_p. Cholldr~.stoma 1nullya,_Sykes, T1ans. Zool. Soc. London 11, P.359,. 
pI. lXlI, fig . .3. 

1844· Discognathus fusiformis, I-Ieckel, in Hugel's Kaschmi1', p. 387 .. 
figs. 

1865, GaY1'a malabarz'ca, Day, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, p. 297. 
1865· Ga1ra nzalaka1'ica, Day, Fish. Malaba1', p. 205, pl. xv, fig I. 
1867. Ga1'ra alta, l)ay, PI'OC. Zool. Soc. London, p. 349. 
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1868. Diseognathus lamta, Gi,inther (in part), Cat. Brit. Mus. Fz'sh. 
VII. p. 69. 

1878. Diseognathus lamta, Day (in part.) , Ft'sh. India, II, p. 527. 
1889. Diseognathus lamt.a, Day (in part), Faun. Brit. Ind. Fish., I. 

P·247· 
1919. Diseognathus lamta, Annandale, Ree. indo Mus., XVI, p. 131, 

text-fig. I, pI. ii, figs. I, la. 
1919. Diseognathus jerdoni, Annandale (nee Day) in part, ibid., p. 132. 

1919. Diseognathus nasutus, Annandale, (nee McClelland), ibid., p. 132, 

pI. ii, figs. 2, 2a. 
1919. Diseognathus lamta, Annandale, Ree. Ind. Mus. X VIII, p. 72. 
1919. Discognathus jerdoni, Annandale (nee Day) in part, ibid., p. 73, 

pI. ix, fig. 2. 

1920. Garra lamta, Rao, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (9) VI, p. 49. 
1920. Ga'frtl, je)'donia, Rao, (nee Day) in part, ibid., p. 53. 
1920. Garra jerdonia var. brevimentalia, id., ibid., pp. 54-56, pI. I, figs. 

la, lb. 

(;aY'fa mullya is the most widely distributed species of the genus 
in India: its range extends from Kathiawar, through the greater 
part of the Central Provinces, to the whole of Peninsular India. 
Consequent upon a wide range it shows a certain amount of 
variation. In some examples the disc is g.reatly reduced and its 
free borders represented by a shorf fringe. In one example from 
Bombay, the paired fins are extremely small and show a stunted 
growth. The fornl is fusiform and the snout is almost smooth. 

Specimens of this species occurring in hill-streams are some
what flattened and different looking. The aili-bladder exhibits 
considerable variation and in th.e hill-stream forms it is usually 
reduced. The species seem to be still in process of adaptation to 
hill-stream life. 

The foHowing are the measurements of the bladder in a speci
men from Malabar which is 10 Cln. iri length without the caudal 
fin :-

Length of anterior chambet" 
" "posterior " 

Streams in Coorg, Mys9re 
Kavery Sangam, Mysore 
Malabar ... 
TenmaIai, Madras ... ... 
Mettupalaiyam, Dist. Coimbatore, 

Madras. 
Nierolay Stream, base of Nilgiris, 

Madras. 
Cochin Forests, Madra'.) 
Yenna Valley, Satar~ Dist., Bom

bay. 
Koyna VaJIey, Satara Dist., Bom

bay. 
Medha, Satara Dist., Bombay 
Dhoni, near \Vai , I{rishna R., 

Bombay. 
Vashishti Valley, Ratnagiri Dist., 

Bombay. 
Borivli, Thana Dist., Bombay 

Poona 
Khodmal Hills, Orissa 
Chanda, C. P. 
Rirbhum 

C. R. Narayan Rao 
B. L. Chaudhuri 
Purchased from Day 
N. Annandale 

" 

" 
J. R. Henderson 
N. Annandale and 

Gravely. 
F. H. Gravely ... 

S. P .. Agharkar ... 
Il 

F. H. Gravely 

F. 

8'2 mm. 
17'5 mrn. 

H. 

Several. 
8. 
I. 

I. 

2. 

I. 

12. 

14· 

I. 

I I. 
II. 

12. 

Bacteriological 
Bombay. 

Laboratory, 2. 

Purchased from Day 1. 
J. Taylor 6. 
Mus. Coil. 1. 

" 3· 
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Base of hills, Chakardharpur Sillg- F. H. Gravely ... 2. 
bhoom Dist., Chota Nagpur. 

Pachmarhi, C.P. A. Buchanan, W. H. Kenrick Several. 
and F. H. Gravely. 

Near Sasan, Gir Forests, I{athia- S. P. Agharkar ... 
war. 

Streanls in Girnar, 1\1 t., near J una
gadh, I{athiawar. 

. ? 
" 

A.S.B . 

Gal'ra Iamtat Ham. Buch. 

Plate XXIV, figs. 2, 2a. 

2. 

Several. 

1., 

1822. Cypriilus (Ga1'1"a) la11da, Hamilton Buchanan, Fish. Ganges, pp. 
3+3, 39~· 

D. 2/8. A. 2/5. 

As has already been pointed out considerable confusion has 
centred round this histor.ic species. Having now collected speci
mens from the type-locality I take this opportunity to define the 
species precisely. I have cOlnpared my speCilne)lS with Buchanan's 
tnanusctipt dra\ving and find no difference between the t\vo. 

Garra lamta is a beau tiful little Cyprinid fish with a fusiform 
body, higbest near the origin of the dorsal and tapering towards 
both ends. The head and body is depressed but not greatly so. 
The length of the head 'is contained 4'7 times, of the caudal fin 5 
times and the depth of the body 5'2 times in the length of the fish 
including the caudal fin. The head is 1'2 thnes as long as broad. 
'fhe eyes are lateral and are situated slightly below the dors~l 
profile of the head, they are almost invisible from belo"v. Their 
diamet~r is containe,d four times in the length of the head, twice 
in the interorbital width and 1'7 times in the length of the snout. 
In the female the- eye is almost in the middle of the head, in the 
male, however, it is sonlewhat in the post~rior half. The snout is 
sn100th in the female while in the male it is' provided with a short 
knob-like median proboscis in front of the nostrils; the tip of the 
snout is also marked off by a groove into a transverse lobe which is 
covered by spiny tuber~les. Tubercles are also present on the 
sides of the snout in front of the nostrils. The mouth in both 
sexes is a small, slightly~ arched transverse opening on the under 
surface considerably behind the anterior end of the snout. In 
the male the m'ental disc is better developed. There are two 
pairs of short thread-like barbels. In the male the barbels are 
comparatively much longer than in. the female; the rostral pair 
being longer than the diameter of the eye. The origin of the 
dorsal fin is nearer to the tip oi the snout than to the base of the 
caudal; it is not so high as the depth of the body below it; the 
last undivided ray is the longest. In the fenlale its free nlargin 
is truncate whereas in the male it is slightly concave, The vell~ 
trals are situated almost belo\\T the middle of the dorsal and their 
origin is equidistant from the tip of the snout and the ba~e of the 
caudal fin in the male, wh i1e ill the female it is much nearer to the 
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base of the caudal fin than to the anterior end of the snout. The 
pectorals are shorter than the head and are sharp in ·the middle. 
They are separated from the ventrals by a distance less than t of 
their own length; the· ventrals extend to the anal opening. The 
anal fin is short and almost reaches the base of the caudal, which 
is deeply elnarginate. ,!'here are 30 to 3 I scates along the lateral 
line and 8 longitudinal series of scales between the bases of the 
dorsal and ventral fins; a scaly appendage is only present near 
the base of the ventral fin in the female. 'fhe scales. 011 the 
chest and the belly in the' male are much reduced and, indeed, to 
the naked eye they appear almost absent;' in the female con
spicuous scales are present on the belly, but on the chest they 
are somewhat reduced. 
. The air-bladder, in the young specimens that I have examined, 
is quite normal; its length is contained about 3 times in the total 
length of the fish. The following are the measurements of the 
bladder in an immature male specimen 54'5 mm. in length :--

Length of anterior chamber 5 mm. 
n " posterior" . . . 9' 5 III m. 

Greatest diameter of anterior chamber 3'3 mm. 
" " " posterior " 3'0 mm. 

The following changes in the colour of the .-fish were noticed 
by keeping it living in water in a small dish !-" immediately after 
it was removed from the stream. the fish was almost transparent, 
but shortly after\yards a black longitudinal streak was observed 
along the lateral line and above it was a whitish band running 
from behind the eye to the base of the caudal fin. An indistinct 
black blotch was also to be seen on the sides of the tail near the 
base of the caud.al fin." On transfel~ring the fish to weak alcohol, 
the upper surface was noticed to be greenish and the b~lly yellowish
\vhite, the fins imm.aculate except for the few rays in the dorsal 
arid the caudal fins which were streaked with black along their 
length. These observations were made on a female specimen in 
t~e field in October; but since then the specimens have changed 
considerably in spirit and there are marked differences in the 
colouration of the male and the fenlale ·examples. In a female 
spechn~n the whole of the upper surface of the head and body is 
dusky and the ventral dirty white. There is also a longitudinal 
streak 011 the sides which begins in a prominent black spot near 
the upper margin of the gill-opening and ends in a rounded black 
blotch near the base of the catlrlal fin which is lightly streaked in 
the middle. In the male the general c910uration is very luuch the 
same, but instead of a longitudinal black stripe there are 5 or 6 
longitudinal wavy black lines, most conspicuous in the tail region, 
and the black blotch near the base of the caudal fin is replaced 
by a shott verti~al bar. There are minute black spots near the 
bases of the dorsal fin- rays and the membrane between these is 
also blackened in certain regions. 

This species instead of having a very wide range, as stated 
by . anum ber of authors, is restricted to the eastern part of the 
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Vindhya Range and the Nepal Terai. Buchanan procured some 
specimens ftom the Gorakhpur District, probably from the hill
streams. 

Measurements -in n~ill-imetres 01 a female specimen. 

Total length including caudal 
I.ength of caudal , , . 

" "head 
'\lidth of head ... 
I)epth of body near origin of dorsal fin 
Diameter of eye 
Length of snout 
I nterorbital width 
Length of longest ray of dorsal 

" " , I " " anal 
I, " pectoral 
: I " ventral 
" " caudal peduncle 

Height of I, " 

47"0 mnl 
9'5 " 

10'5 '1 

8'0 I' 
9'0 ,I 
'2'6 " 

4'4- " 
5'5 " 
8'0 " 
7"5 " 
9'S " 
7"8 " 
5'7 " 
5'2 " 

I have exatnined specinlens of 
localities :-

this species from the following 

Bhaura Strealn, Kharagpur Hills, South 
of Monghyr. 

Uttar Band, Man R., l(haragpur Hills, 
South of Monghyr. 

Katin Nallah, I<.haragpur Hills, South 
of l\1onghyr. 

l\1aldhun, N ainital Dist., U, p. 
Narsingpur, C.P. 
Chandli DeoH, C.P, 

S, L. Hora .. ' 

" 

" 

1\1 us. ColI. 
Maj. W H. Kenrick 
Col. Biddulph 

Garra lissorhynchus (McClella,nd). 

Plate XXVI) figs. 2, 2a. 

1. 

I. 

6, 

I. 

5· 

18+2. Platyca1'a lissophynchus, 1\lcClelland, Calcutta JOUI'Il, Nat. Hist. 
II, p. 587, pI. lxviii, fig, 

1868. Discognathus macrochz"r, Gii!1ther, Cat. BrU, Mus. Ft"sh. VI I I 
P·70 . 

1869. Mayoa modesta, Day, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, P.S53. 
1871. Mayoa modesta, I)~y, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal XL ~2) p, 108, 

pI, ix, fig. 2. 

1878. Discognathus 1nodestus, Day, Fish. India II, p. 528, pI. cxxii, 
fig~ 5. 

1889. Dz"scognathus modestus, Day, Faun. Brit, Ind. Fish. I, p. 247. 

Gunther seems to have been unaware of McClelland's Platycara 
lissorhynchus, as no reference is made to thi.s species in his cata
logue. McClelland described bis species from specimens obtained 
in the Khasi Hills by Mr. Griffith and from page 574 of the vQlume 
cited above, it is clear that he forwarded one specimen" to the 
Museum. at the India House." Gunther's form was kn.own to him 
from two examples, one from the collection of the East India C<;>m
pany and the other from Mr. Griffith's collection. The former 
example is probably that which was despatched to tJ:1e Ip.dia 
House by McClelland. Having examined numerous specimens 
from the Khasi Hills and after having carefully ~ompared them wit.h 
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the figures of McClelland and the description of Gunther I find 
no difference between the various forms. I have also examined 
the type of Day's D. modestus from Northern India, and cannot 
separate it from other specimens from the Khasi Hills. 

The head and body are greatly depressed in this species and 
the form resembles that of the species of the Homalopterid genus 
Balitora; it was probably the shape which led McClelland to 
regard it as a species of his genus Platycara. The species is also 
distinguished from other species of Ga'rra by the fact that the chest 
and the middle of the abdomen are 'naked while big scales are 
present on the post-pelvic region. The pectoral fin is greatly 
expanded and is considerably longer than the head. 

'l'here is a marked difference in the colour of male and female 
specimens. In a female example the colour in spirit of the dorsal 
and lateral surfaces is dark livid grey, obscurely marbled with 
yellowish brown; the ventral surface is dull-yellowish. There is a 
dark streak near the free margin of the dorsal and a broad, black, 
W-shaped band on the anterior half of the caudal fiu; an indis
tinct black blotch is otesent near the base of the caudal and a 
small black spot just b"'ehind the angle of the operculum. Il~ the 
male the colour of the body is much lighter and the characteristic 
markings on the dorsal and the caudal fins are absent. The speci
mens from which the early descriptions were taken were in all 
probability males as no reference to the characteristic colouration 
of the fem.ale is made therein. 

The air-bladder in this species has deviated considerably from 
the normal form. Not only is it much reduc~d but the posterior 
chamber has become thread-like and its walls are greatly thicken
ed; the lumen of the chamber is almost obliterated. The anterior 
chamber is firmly fixed to the body-wall by a fibrous coat which 
covers it. In a mature female 56 mm. in length, the following are 

. the measurements of the bladder :-
Length of anterior chamber 

• , "posterior" 
Greatest diameter of anterior chamber 

" " "posterior" 

3'2 mm . 
3'0 mm. 
2'7 mm. 
I·omm. 

In Day's type of modestus, however, the bladder is better 
developed and corresponds more closely to the normal form. The 
following are its measurements :-

Length .of specimen excluding caudal 
II " anterior chamber 
" " posterior " 

Greatest diameter of anterior chamber 

" " 
I, posterior If 

... 70 mm. 
3·7 mm., 
5'0 mm" 

.. , 3'0 mm. 
,.. 2'0 mm. 

I have examined specimens of this species from the following 
localities :-

N ong-priang Str~am, Cherrapunji 
Northern India (1) .. , 
Assam 
J aintia Hills,' Assam 

B. Warren 
Purchased from Day 
Mus. Coli. 
Col. Godwin Austen 

8. 
I. 

I. 

3· 
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M easure111ents in millimetres. 

Total length including caudal 
Length of caudal 

" !I head 
'iVidth of head 
Depth of body near base of dorsal ... 
Diameter of eye 
Length of snout 
Interorbital width 
Length of caudal peduncle 
Height of caudal pedunde 
Longest ray of dorsal 

" "" anal 
T 4ength of pectoral 

" "ventral 

Garra abhoyai t SPa nov. 

Plate XXVI, figs. I, ra, lb. 

D. 2/6-7, P. 15-16. V 9, A. 1/5. 

('\101, .. XXII, 

90 mm. 
18·5 " 
10'2 " 
15·5 H 

14"5 , 
3'7 " 
8·5 " 
8·0 " 

12'0 " 

9'5 " 
14'0 " 

ITS " 
14"5 " 
11"5 " 

The fish has a characteristic fusiform 'body; the dorsal profile 
rises considerably from the-tip of the snout to the origin of the 
dorsal fin, beyond which it slopes down to the base of the caudal; 
the ventral is almost straight and horizontal in front of the anal 
fin, beyond which it slightly rises to the base of the caudal~ 
'l'he under surface of the head and body is flat, but the fish as 
a whole is not greatly depressed. The length of the head is 
allnost equal to the depth of the body in front of the base of the 
dorsal and is contained 4'3-4'6 times in the length of the fish.· 
1'he eyes are alrnost·lateral in position and are situated slightly 
below the dorsal profile of the head; they are placed sotp.ewhat in 
the posterior half of the head and are invisible from below_ The 
diameter of the eye is contained 4-6 times in the le~gth of the 
head, 3'3 times in the length of the snout and 3-3-3-6 times in the 
interorbital width_ The snout is smooth and the nostrils are placed 
considerably nearer to the eye than to the tip of the snout_ Th~ 
mouth is a slightly arched, transverse opening on the under surface 
and is provided with a well-marked almost circular disc, There are 
two pairs of short barbels; they are shorter than the diameter of t.he 
eye. The lateral line is straight. and runs along the middle of the 
body; there are 33 to 35 scales along the lateral line. On the 
sides and on the dorsal surface behind the dorsal fin, the scales are 
well-marked and their boundaries easily distinguishable, while in 
front of the dorsal fin they are much reduced and, indeed, to the_ 
naked eye the surface appears to be absolutely devoid of any scales. 
The under surface in front of the ventrals is naked but ill-defined 
scales are present between the bases of the ventral and anal fins. 
The dorsal fin commences' alnlost in the iniddle of the distance 
between the tip of the snout and the base of the caudal fin; the 
second branched ray is the longest; it is not as high as the depth 
of the body below it; its free margin is almost truncate. The 
ventrals COm111enCe below the 4th ray of the dorsal. The pectorals 
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are shorter than the head a.nd are separated fro~ the ventrals by 
a distance equal to the base of the dorsal fin. Both the paired 
fins are horizontally placed and are provided with muscles on the 
ventral aspect of some of the outer rays. The anal fin is consider
ably removed from the anal opening and its longest ray is twice 
as high as the shortest. The caudal fin is evenly lobed and deeply 
em~rginate . 

The air-blader is .reduced; it is not greatly modified in form. 
The following are its. measurements in a mature female specimen 
-65 mm. in length without the caudal fin:-

Length of anterior chamber 
" " posterior " 

Greatest diameter of anterior chamber 
J) " " posterior " 

3'5 mm, 
5'0 " 
.2·8 " 
1'5 " 

'l'he fish has a characteristic colouration. The 'upper surface 
of the head a'nd body are dusky, while the ventral surface and the 
fins are dirty white: There i$ a light black bar across the dorsal 
and a W-shaped black marking on the caudal fin. 

Locality.-Three specimens were sent to the Indian Museum by 
,Mr. Pettigrew from Manipur, Assam; Dr. N. Annandale informs 
me that Pettigrew made his collection in the .neighbourhood of 
Ukhral, which is situated at an altitude of 6000 ft. among the 
Naga Hills. 

Type-specimen.-F 5307/r, Zoological Survey of India (Ind. 
Mus.). 

. Annandale (I9I3, p. 37) recognised this species to be an un
described .form, but he then considered it a raC'e of'lamta and did 
not a~tempt to describe it. He pointed out, however, that the 
lVIanipur race "has the whole of the ventral surface devoid of 
scales and exhibits marked peculiarities in colouration." 

Measurements in 1nillimetres, 
A, B, Co 

Total length excluding caudal 65 61 64°5 
l.ength of head . , , q. I4 14 
Depth of body near base of dorsal 1-l-'5 1~'5 13 
Diameter of eye 3 3 3°3 
Length of snout 7. 7 7 
Interorbital width 8 7"3 7"5 
Length of caudal peduncle 12'5 11"5 9'5 
Height JJ" J' 8'2 7 7'5 
Longest ray of dorsal II 11'6 I 1'1 

" JJ JJ anal , .. 10'5 10 1 0 °7 
Length of pectoral 1"" - 11'5 12'5 ,,~ 

" " ventral 12 10'6 11·5 

Specimens A and C are females full of eggs; I have not 
opened B and, therefore, cannot give its sex. 

Garra kempi, sp. nov. 

Plate XXVI, figs. 3, 3a• 
19 13' Discognathus lamta. Chaudhuri J Rec, Ind. klus. V 11 I I p, 247· 
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D. 2/8. -~. 2/5. P. I3. V S. 

In this fish the head and body are greatly depressed and 
flatteued so that the dorsal and ventral profiles are slightly arched 
in front of the ventrals,' beyond which they gradually slope to the 
base of the caudal fin. The tail is thick and narrow and almost 
whip-like. The head is almost squarish, its breadth being con
tained 1"2 ti.mes and its hei ght I·6 times in the length. The depth 
of the body is contained 5"6 times and the length of the head 
4"5 times in the length of the fish without the caudal fin. The 
eyes are small, occupy a dorso-Iateral position, and are invisible 
from below. They are situated somewhat in the. posterior half 
of the head; their diameter is contained 5 times in the length 
of the hea~, 2 times in the length of the snout and 2-4 times in 
the interorbital width, their superior margin is in line with the 
dorsal profile of tbe head. The snout is broad and semicircular; 
the nostrils are sitl1ated in its posterior half. $1ightly in front of 
the' nostrils on both sides is a whitish bony area which is some
what raised from the general surface. There are two pairs of short 
thick barbels, the rostral being slightly longer than the diameter of 
the eye. The mouth-opening is greatly arched and is as wide as the 
breadth of the head. The mental disc is well-developed and is 1·5 
times as broad as 10ng~ The tubercles on the labial fold and 011 

the free border of the mental disc are minute.. The gill-openings 
extend on the under surface for a short distance and the branchio
stegal rays are not visible. 

The origin of the dorsal fin is nearer to the tip of the snout 
than to the base of the caudal fin. Its first divided ray is th.e 
longest and is higher than the depth of the body 'below it. The 
ventrals originate sHghtly behind the dorsal and their origin is 
also slightly nearer to the anterior end of the snout than to the base 
of the caudal fin. The paired fins are broad and horizontally 
situated. The pectorals are as long as the head and are provided 
with thick pads of muscles on the ventral surface of some of the 
outer rays; they are separated from the ventrals by a considerable 
distance. The ventrals extend beyond the anus, but do not reach 
the base of the anal fin which in its turn does not reach the base 
of· the caudal fin. The anus is raised on a papilla and is situated 
almost midway between the origin of the ventral and a.nal £i.ns. 
The lateral line is almost in the middle of the body and runs 
straight from the angle of the operculum to the middle of the 
base of the caudal fin. The scales are rather small; there are 
39 scales along the lateral line and 8 longitudinal series of scales 
between the bases of the dorsal and the ventral fins. The scales 
are absent on the chest and are Inuch reduced on the belly along 
the l11iddle line. The caudal peduncle is loS·times as long as high. 

The air-bladder, though greatly reduced, does not show any 
special modificatiol1 in the form of a thick coating, etc. The 
following are the measurements of the bladder in the type-speciinen 
which is about 9 cm_ in length including the caudal :-
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Length of anterior chamber 4·5 mm. 
4'U " 
3'0 " 

1·3 " 

I I " posterior I I 

Greatest diameter' of anterior chamber 

" I I posterior 
" 

The colour of the upper surface of the body and head IS 

blackish, as is also that of the. dorsal, caudal and upper surfa.ce 
of the paired fins, .. On the, under surface it is dirty white. The 
scales are distinctly edged with black. 

Type specimen.-F 7716/I, Zoological Survey of India (Ind. 
Mus.). 

Locality.-Only one specimen has been examined, procu1'ed 
by Dr. S. W Kemp in Siyom R., below Damda at an altitude 
of 1300 ft., among the Abor Hills. 

M eas'ltrements in millimetres of the type-specimen_ 

Length of fish including length of caudal 8Q·S 
" " head .,. .,. 20'0, 

Width of " 17'0 
Depth of body near" origin of dorsal 16'0 

Diameter of eye .. , , 4-0 
Length of snout 8'0 
Interorbital width '" 9"S 
Length of mouth-opening .. 12"0 

Length of callous portion -of disc 6·S 
\Vidth "" I' ,. " Q'S 
Distance of anus from anterior end of snout 54'0 
Length of caudal peduncle... 18-5 
Height of caudal " ... 10·0 

r .. e.ngth of pectoral fin 19'7 
" ventral " . ,. 17'5 

Garra naganensis t sp. nov 

Plate XX'l, figs, 2, 2a, 

D. 2/7.' A. r/s. P. 14. V 8. 

The dorsal profile in this fish rises from the tip of the snout 
to the base of the dorsal fin beyond which it runs straight to 
the base of the caudal fin; the ventral is somewhat convex. 
The head is flattened on 't4e under surface and is I·2 times as 
long ~s broad; its length is contained 4·9 times in the length of 
the fish without" the caudal. The depth of the bo~y near the 
Qrigin of the, dorsal fin is equal to the length of the, head. The 
eyes are almost in the posterior half of the head and look out
wards and upwards; their diameter is contained 4 times, 'in the 
length of the head, 2" I times in the length of the snout and 2 times 
iii the interorbital width. The snout is broad and semicircular and 
the nostrils are situated in its posterior' third. There are two pairs 
of shott barbels, shorter than the diameter of- the eye in length. 
The mouth'is on the ,under surface con~iderably behind the anterior 
end of the snout and is provided with well-developed upper and lower 
labial folds. 'l'he mental disc is oval, its longitudinal diameter 
being half the transverse diameter. The origin of the dorsal fin is 
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much nearer ~he end of the snout than the base of the caudal fin; 
it is not so high as the depth of the body below it. The ventrals 
commence below the middle of the dorsal fin and their origin is. 
equidistant from the base of the caudal fin and the tip of the 
snout. The pectorals are as long as th"e head and are sharp in the 
nliddle; they are separated from the ventrals by a distance which 
is more than half of their own length. The third ray of the 
ventral fin is the longest; the fin extends beyond the anal opening, 
which is situated nearer to the origin of the anal than 'to that of 
the ventral. ·The anal fin is short and does' not reach the base 
of the caudal fin. The caudal fin is evenly lobed and .deeply 
emarginate. The lateral line is straight and runs almost in the 
middle of the body; there are 39 scales along its length and· 8 
series of longitudinal scales between the bases of the dorsal and 
anal fins. · The scales are absent near the bases of the pectoral 
fins and are greatly reduced on the chest and "in the middle of 
the a bdom en ; large scales are present in the post-pelvi~ region. 

The air-bladder is greatly reduced and the posterior chamber 
is narrow and long. In a specimen 98 mm in length, the follo\ving, 
are the measurements of the bladder:-

Length of anterior chamber 
I' "posterior " 

G"reatest diameter of anterior chamber 

" " " posterior " 

5·3 Inm. 
10'5 " 
3.8 " 
1"3 " 

The colour on the upper surface "and" the sides is black, on the 
under surface whitish. The dorsal and the caudal fins are dusky 
as is also the dorsal surface of the paired fins.. The "anal and 
the under surface of the paired fins are whiti~h. There is a 
minute black spot behind the angle of the operculum. 

Type-specimen.-F 9970/1, Zoological Survey 01 India (Ind .. 
Mus ). 

Locality.-A single specimen was obtained by myself in 
the Senapati Stream near Kairong, among the Nag'a Hills, Assam, 
in February, I920. 

Measurements in millimetres. 

Total length without the caudal 
Length of head " ... 
Depth of body near origin of dorsal .". 
\Vidth of head .. "... . .. 
f)iameter of eye 
Length of snout 
I nterorbital width 
Length of caudal peduncle 
Height of c;iudal peduncle 
f)istance of vent from anterior end of snout 
Length of callolls portion of disc 
vVidth"" " ;!" 
Longest ray of dorsal fin 

" , ~ " anal " ... 
Length of pectoral fin 

" " ventral " 

... 

98 
20 

20 

16'5 
S·o 

10'5 
10·0 

20'0 

"12"5 
62"5 

4.'0 

7"5 
16"0 

17"0 
20'0 

I S'o 
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Garra prashadi, sp. nov. 

Plate XXIV, figo 3. 

D. 3/7-80 A. 2/5- V 8-9. P. 13. 

The fish is subcylindrical with the head and body some
,vhat flattened on the under surface. The dorsal profile rises 
considerably from the tip of the snout to the origin of the dorsal 
nn, beyond which it gradually slopes to the base of the caudal; 
~he ventral profile is straight and horizontal in front of the anal 
fin, -beyond whicli it rises to the base of the caudal. The head 
is short and bluntly pointed; its length is contained 4' 5 to 5 times 
in the length of the fish without the caudal fin; the head is almost 
1 '1 times as long as broad. The depth of the body near the 
origin of the dorsal fin is slightly greater than the length of the 
head. The eyes are lateral and are in the upper half of the head; 
their diameter is contained 4°3. times in the length of the head and 
2 to 2' I times it) the length of the snout and in the interorbital 
width. The eyes are situated slightly in the posterior half of the 
"head. The mouth is OIl: the under surface, somewhat behind the 
tip of the snout; its gape is half as broad as the width of the head. 
-The, mental disc is comparatively small but is well developed. 
There are two pairs of short barbels, shorter than the diameter 
of the eye. The dorsal fin commences nearer the tip of the snout 
than the base of the cauda~ fin; it is almost as high as the depth 
"of the body below it. The ventrals are situated belo,v the middle 
of the dO.rsal and their commencement is midway between the tip 
-of the snout and the base of the caudal fin. ~rhe pectorals are 
longer than the head and are horizontally placed; t4ey are sharp 
in the middle and are separated from the ventrals by half their 
"own length. The ventrals extend to the anus and· are provided 
with scaly appendages near their bases. The an.al is considerably 
removed from the ventrals and'does not extend to the base of the 
-caudal fin. Tlie caudal fin is deeply emarginate; the caudal 
peduncle is 1·2 times as long as "high. 

The air-bladder is minute but of the normal Cyprinid type. 
In a" male specimen 82 mm. in length the following .. are its measure
nl(~nts :-

Length of anterior chamber 
" "posterior " 

Greatest diameter of anterior chamber 

" " 
" posterior " 

5'S mm, 
_.. 6 0 S " 
. -. 4°0 " 
'0' 1'2 I' 

The scales in Garra prashadi, though well developed, are rather 
obscure. I have been able to make out 32 along the lateral line 
and 6! longitudinal series of scales between the bases of the dorsal 
and the ventral fins. The scales are poorly developed on the 
abdomen and are absent on the chest. 

The colour is rather characteristic, the dorsal surface of the 
head is dusky; it is dirty white on the under surface. The 

"upper surface of the body and Its sides above the lateral line are 
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dark, the rest of it and the paired and the .anal fins whitish. The· 
dorsal and the caudal fins are dusky, the latter with an ohlique 
black longit.udinal bar. on its lower lobe .• There, is a black spot 
behind the angle of the operculum and a short obscure plack bar 
near the base of the cal1dal. On the sides of the tail are a number 
of black, wavy longitudinal lines. 

Type specimen.-F 9971i1, Zoological Survey of India lInd .. 
~1 us.). 

Local£ty.-Only three specimens of this interesting species. 
have been examined; they were' obtained in Malwa Tal, ·U .. P., in 
May, 19~o, by Dr. Baini Prashad and nlyself. 

Measurements in millimetres. 

A. B. 
I .. ength of fish without caudal 

,t "head 
82 71 
16'5 15'7 

\Vidtl": " " .. 
Depth of body near origin of dorsal 
Diameter of eye 
Length of snout 
Interorbital width 

14 13·3 
ITS 16 
3'8 3'6 
·7·5 8 
8 6'9 

Length af caudal peduncle' 
Height of" " 
Longest ray of dorsal 

13 II'S 
10·6 9-4 
17'5 IS 

" " " anal 
I .. ength of pectora' 

15·5 1'3'5 . 
19'5 16'5 

" " ventral ,I7 14 

Garra notata (Blyth). 

1860. Platycara notata, Blyth, Jl.Iurn. As. Soc. Bengal, XXIX, p, 161. 

To this species I refer three young specimens collected ~y 
}Iajor Berdmqre in Tenasserim, Burma. Blyth's description of the 
species is inadequate and I therefore take this opportunity to ad<l: 
a few notes to it, 

D.2/7--8. A., 2/5. P. 14-15. V 9-

In Garra notata. the under surface of the head and body are 
greatly flattened and the ventral profile is st raight and ,horizon
tal throughout. The dorsal profile is arched, it rises. from the 'tip 
of the snout to the base of the dorsal fin, beyond which it slopes 
down to the base of the caudal. The head is almost one and 
a half times as long as broad; its length is contained 4· I times in 
the length of the fish without the caudal fin and is slightly greater 
than the depth of the body near the or~gin of the dorsal fin. The 
eyes are almost lateral but invisible from below; their diameter' is 
contained about 3·3 times in the length of the head, 1"3-1-9 
times in the length of .the snout and 1'8 times in the interorbital 
width. There are two pairs of thread-like barbels, the rostrals 
are longer than the diameter of the eye; the maxillary are very 
small and liable to be overlooked. The eye is situated almost in 
the middle of the head or slightly nearer to its posterior margin .. 
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'the origin of the dorsal is almost equidistant from the tip of the 
snout and the base of the caudal fin or it is sonlewhat nearer to the 
former ~ ~rhe scal~s in frunt of the ventrals on the under surface 
are greatly reduced and, indeed, to a superficial observer may 
appear to be almost absent. There are 33-34 scales along the 
lateral line and 8 series of longitudinal rows of scales between the 
bases of the dorsal and ventral fins. 

The colour has undergone considerable change as the speci
mens have been preserved in spirit for a long time. Except 
for the under surface in front of the" ventrals and the cheeks, 
which are whitish, the fish is dark brown. There is a black spot 
near 'the angle of the operculum and a series of black markings 
at the base of the dorsal fin-rays. 

Blyth describes the colouration of the fish as follows:
f' ColQur dusky olive-green above and on the sides, beneath buffy
albescent. Base 6f the dorsal fin whitish, setting off a series of 
bl~ck spots, larger anteriorly and the hindmost generally obsolete " 
rest of the fin a little nigresce'nt. One or more spots also at base 
of the anal fin. Pectorals somewhat yellowish at base, the'n black
ish; a dusky line along each longitudinal r<:)\v of scales becoming 
gradually visible towards the tail." The colouration was noted 
from a specimen about 6 in. in length. 

l\tIeasurements in millimetres. 

Length of fish without caudal .. , 
" . , head . .. : , , 

Wiqth of head 
Depth of body 
Diameter of eye ... 
Lenglh of snout 
Interorbital width 
Length of caudal peduncle 
Height"" , . 
Longest ray of dorsal 

", " "anal 
Leng-th of pectoral 

" 1/ ventral 

"" 

Garra chaudhurii, sp. nov. 

Plate XXV, fig~ 3. 

54 
'" 13 

9 
12'5 
3 
S'j 

5'5 
9'5 
6 
II 
8 

II'7 
8·2 

D. 2/7-8. A.2/5. P. I3-15. V 8. 

54'S 
13"5 
9'6 

13'5 
3'2 
5'3 
6 
,9'2 

6'1 
10'7 

9'] 
12·5 

10 

This species is represented by slnall individuals from the' 
Darjiling District of Northern Bengal. The head and body are 
depressed and the ventral profile is ,almost straight; the dorsal 
profile is arched and slopes considerabiy on both sLues from the 
origin of the dorsal fin. The head is conical and is I'3 times as 
long as broad; its length is contained froin 4' I to 4'9 tilnes iu the 
length of the fish without the caudal. The d~pth of the body is 
a~ much greater than the width of the head as- it is less than 
its length. The eyes are almost lateral and ar'e invisible from be-
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low. 'they are situated nearer to the tip of the snout than to the 
posterior margin of the opelculum; their diameter is contained 
from 4'6 tQ'S'7 tittleS in the length of the. head, 2-2'I time~ in the 
length of the snout and 2"1-2·6 times in the interorbital \vidth. 
There are two pairs of barbels, longer than the diameter of the 
eye. The snout is' smooth and the nostrils are situated nearer the 
margin 'of the orbit than to the tip of the snout. The mouth
opening is some,vhat arched and is situated slightly behind the tip 
-of the snout. The mental disc exhibits consider a hIe variation in 
the three adult specin1ens examined.. In the ripe female it corres
ponds to developmental stage 4 and consists of a rectangular 
pad behind the mouth which' is separated by a faint line of de
marcation into an anterior portion, the posterior labial fold, and. 

ev. 6. 
'[EXT-FIG. 4.-Fortn of lllental disc in two ripe specimens of Ga1'ra 

chaud~triz'J sp. nov. 

the posterior portion, the disc proper. In the other two male 
specimens it is more marked, but the true lips are still visible and 
the various components of the disc are not well differentiated. The 
-origin of the dorsal fin is slightly nearer to the tip of the snout 
than to the base of the caudal fin and its longest ray is as high' as 
the depth of the body below it. The pectorals are shorter. than 
the length of the head and are separated from the ventrals by a 
considerable distance. 

In spirit the spechnens have lost their natural colouratioll. 
They are dusky on the body above the lateral line and on the upper 
surface of the head. The rest is dirty white and the cheeks are 
whitish. 

The air-bla<;lder is of the normal Cyprinid type; its length is 
·contained 2'8 times in the length of the fish without the caudal fin. 

The scales are poorly developed on the under surface and are 
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greatly reduced anteriorly. There are 32-33 scales along the 
lateral1ine and 8 series of longitudinal rows of scales between the 
bases of the dorsal and ventral fins. 

Type-specimen.-F 8"I46/I, Zoological Survey of India (Ind. 
Mus.). 

Locality.-There are three specimens of this species from the 
Darjiling District, presented to the Indian Museum by Dr. \\7'alker. 

Measurements in millimetres. 
Length of fish without caudal 

" " head 
Width " II 

Depth of body 
Diameter of eye 
Length of snout 
Interorbital width 
Length of caudal peduncle 
Height" ,. " 
Longest ray of dOI"sal 

" "" anal 
Length of pectoral 

" " ventral 

Garra jenkinsonianum, sp. nov. 

Plate XXV, fig. I. 

53'2 
I3 

9't) 

II'S 
2'8 
-'6 ~ 
6 
9'6 
7 

JI'7 
10'2 

11'7 
10 

56'2 

II '4 
S'2 
9'9 
2 

.1'2 
S'" .) 

S'o 
6'7 
9'6 
7 

10 

8 

1910. Disc~gn.athus lamia, Jenkins, Rec" Ind, Mus, V, p, 128. 

D. <2/8. A. rls. P. I2-14. V. 8-g. 

In Garra jenkinsonianum the dorsa] profile is greatly arched; 
-it rises from the tip of the snout to the base of the dorsal fin, 
beyond which it slopes gradually to the base of the ~audal. 
-The ventral profile is straight and horizontal throughout. The 
head is somewhat flattened on the under surface and is short and 
bluntly pointed; its length is contained 4'3 times in the length of 
the fish without the caudal and it is 1·2 times as long as broad. 
"The body is slightly flattened; its depth near the origin of the 
dorsal fin is almost equal to the length of the head. The eyes are 
situated almost in the middle of the head and are !at~ral in posi
tion; they are slightly vi~ible from above and almost invisible 
from below. The diameter of the eye is contained 4'3 times in 
the length of th~ head, r'8 times in the" length of the snout and 
2-1 times in the interorbital width. The mouth is small and slight
ly arched; it is not situated far behind the tip of the snout, The 
mental disc is small but its various parts are well-marked. There 
are two pairs of short barbels; their length is shorter than the 
diameter of the eye. The snout is s~ooth and rounded, but near 
the tip it is marked off into a small10be by two short transverse 
-grooves. The origin of the dorsal is nearer the tip of the snout 
than the base of the caudal fin; it is considerably in advance of 
-the ventral; its longest ray is shorter than the depth of the body 
"below it and its free margin is almost straight. The pectorals are 
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shorter than the head and are separated from the ventrals by a 
distance less than t of their length. The ventrals are situated at 
an equal dist ance from the base of the caudal fin and the tip of 
the snout; they extend to beyo,nd the anal opening. The anal 
dO'es not reach the base of the caunal fin, which is slightly 
emarginate. The lateral line is straight and runs along the side 
of the fish somewhat nearer to the dorsal than to the ventral sur
face, there are 33-34 scales alO!lg its length and 71 series of 
longitudinal rows of scales between the bases of the dorsal and 
the ventral fins. The scales are absent on the chest but are quite 
normal on the belly. The anus is situated in the beginning of the 
last third of the distance between the origin of the ventral an.d the· 
anal fins. 

The air-bladder in this species is of the normal Cyprinid type " 
its length is containe:l 2·7 times in the length of the :fish without 
the caudal. 

The sides and the upper surface of the: head and body are 
darkish with an indistinct greyis':l band along. the lateral line on 
each side. The under surface is dull white. There is a distinct 
black spot just behind the angle of the operculum. 

Type speci1nen.-F 5736/1, Zoological Survey of India (Ind. 
Mus.). 

Locality.-Numerous speciinens were obtained by Dr. J eukins. 
and Dr. Annandale in Sita Nullah, Paresnath Hills, Bengal. 

M eaSff,rements in millimetres·. 

Leng·th of fish without caudal 
" " head 

\Vidth" ., 
Depth of body 
Diameter of eye 
Length of snout 
I nterorbital width 
Length of caudal peduncle 
Height of" " 
Longest ray of dorsal 

" "" anal 
Length of pectoral 

" "ventral 

A. 
63 
IS 
11'5 

IS'3 
3·5 
6·4 
TS 

10 

8 
IrS 

'10'5 

J4 
Ir6 

B. 
60 
14 
II 
14'6 
3'2 
S·3 
7 

~2 

8'4 
11·5 
10·5 

14'S' 
11·5 

Sita Nullrlh, Paresnath Hills... Dr. Jenkins and Dr. Annandale... 14. 
" " ... Dr. Jenkins 2. 

Garra rupeculus 1 (McClelland). 

Plate XXIV, fig; I~ 

1839. GOllo1'hynchus rupeculus, l\lcClelland, Asiatic Res. XIX, pp. 281" 
343, pI. xliii, figs. 4, S. 

1839, Gonorhynchus brachypterus, McClelland, ibid" pp. 283, 374. 

McClelland described both the species from the "Mishmee 
lVlountains " w'here they were obtained by Mr. Griffith. McClelland 

1 When giving a synopsis of the species on page 28 I and 283 McClelland 
~pelJs the. name of this species as 1'uPicul!'4S,. while in the description on page 343. 
he spells tt rupec~lus. 
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himself doubted whether the two forms were specifically distinct 
as on p. 283 (footnote) of the work cited ~bove he. remarks of 
G. l:!rachypter'l-es ,-" It also agrees vdth that species (G. rupeculus) 
in the form of its fins,; the pTesence of two very minute cirri 
being my chief reason for separating them, I have not thought it 
necessary to give a figure." Having collected a large number of 
examples of this species, I do not find myself justified in accept
ing the two forms as distinct species. The barbels ar,e, undoubt
edly, very minute and are apt to be oyerlooked. As a matter 
of fact there .are four short barbels, of which McClelland could see 
only two in c~rtain individuals. Since the publication of Gunther's 
Catalogue (r868) both these species have been placed under the 
synonYl;11Y of G .. lamta by several ichthyologists without com
ment. Some of my specimens, though none of them is more than 
2 inches in length, ~re ripe females as they have been found on. 
dissection to contain eggs. This species is a cbaract~ristic hill
stream form. 

'. The species is, readily distinguished by its small size, 
d~pressed body and he-ad and alnlost straight profile. The length 
of the head is contained 4·5-5 times, the dE' pth of the body 
near the origin of the dorsal' fin 5 '3-6'9 times in the length of 
the fish including the caudal fin. The head is 1'2 times as 
long as 'broad. The eyes are dorso-lateral and are situated in 
the middle of the head; their upper margin is in line with the 
dorsal profile of the head. There are two pairs of minute barbels. 
The mouth js provided with well-developed labial folds and the 
mental disc is well-marked. There are rows of open pores on the 
snout, one extending from the antero-inferior margin of the eye to· 
its tip and another from behind 'the disc on the under surface, 
conling upwards· and backwards and ultimately continued along 
the lateral line. The origin of the dorsal fin is slightly nearer to 
the base of the caudal' than to the tip of the snout; it contains 
six branched rays besides one or two that ar~ not branched. The 
pectorals are horizontal and rounded, they are shorter than the 
length of the head and are widely separated from the ventrals. 
Both, the paired fins are horizontally placed and are provided 
with muscles on the under surface of some of their outer rays. 
1'he ventrals extend considerably 'beyond the anu~. The lateral 
line is straight and runs nearer to the dorsal than to the ventraL 
surface. There are 32-34 scales along the lateral line and 9 
longitudinal series of scales between the bases of the dorsal and 
ventral fins. The ventral surface is naked. 

The air-bladder is normal in form, In a specimen· 30 mIn. 
long, the following are the measuremen ts of the bladder. 

Length of. anterior chamber 
" • C posterior" " 

Greatest diameter of anterior chamber 

" " " posterior " 

2'2 mm 
:ro " 
2·5 " 

1'2 " 

The colour is variable; generally it is black on the upper
surface and sides of the body and white below. The fins are all 
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white, except for a light black streak near the free margin of the 
dorsal and a wavy b.alld in the middle of the caudal fin. There 
is a deep black bar across the base of the dorsal and this in some 
specimens is pFeceded by a narrow white streak. In certain 
examples the colour below the lateral line is very light while in 
others a deep black longitudinal band is present along the lateral 
line and both the surfaces above and below it are light in ·colour. 

Locality.-My specimens were collected in the hill-streams 
of the 'Manipur Valley, Assanl. It is also known from the 
adjacent Mishmi I-lills. . 

J.\,f easurements in millimetres 0 

A .• B. c. D, E. F. 
Length of fish including caudal fin 29"8 30 30 "2 34"4 3°·7. 29·7 
Greatest depth of body 4'3 4·4 .. r6 6'4 4'4 5'2 
Length of head 6·2 S·8 6'1 /,2 6'3 6'2 
\Vidth of head 4'8 ~ .. 8 4'8 5'4 408 4°4 

Garra sp. 

I am indebted to my friend Mr. Prashar Bhatia for a young 
specimen of Garra from the neighbourhood of Bannu City, which 
is situated very near Waziristan. The specimen is only 37 mm. 
in length and differs from G. wanae in the following respects :-

(i) The eyes are partly visible from below. 
(ii) The origin of the dorsal fin is slightly nearer to the tip 

of the snout than to the base of the caudal fin. 
(iii) ~here is a well-developed free tubercular borde~ to the disc 

with the posterior and lateral edges free. 
(iv) There is a round black spot on either side of the tail 

near the base of the caudal fin. 
I have not thought it proper to describe a new species on the 

basis of a single, probably immature, individual. 

PART 2, ON SOlVIE EXTRA-INDIA.N SPECIES OF 
GARRA. 

\\7l)i1e revising the Indian species of Ga.rra I have also ex
amined some specimens of this genus from outside India proper 
in the collection of the Indian Museum. The specimens dealt 
with in this part are from the following localities :-

(i) Five specimens (F 8120-24/1) from Lahej near Aden. 
(ii) One specimen (No. 9405) from Baluchistan. 
(iii) Nine specimens (F 8125-33/I) from the Lake of Tiberias, 

Palestine. 
(iv) Numerous specimens (F 8174-95/1) froln the Kushk 

River, Afghanistan. 
(v) 'ropotypes of Go blanjDrd·i (F 8ro8-·-BII9/I) from Abyssinia. 
(vi) Type .. series of G. adiscus from Seistan. 
Except G adiscus (Annandale), all have been referred by 
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various authors to Garra lamta. Blanford J referred those froln 
Lahej n~ar Aden to the latter species on the authority of Gunther 
Annandale,2 while recognising that the Palestine species was 
distinct from the Indian one J considere,d it merely a local race of 
G. lamta which he caHed_ rufus (Heck . .). Both Lortet 3 and 
Tristram ~ also described and figured their examples from Palestine 
as G. lamta/' w'hile Jenkins S referred the Baluchistan specimen 
to the same species without comment. The Abyssinian form 
previously referred to G. lamta by Blanford (op. cit., p. 460) and 
Vinciguerra 7 has heen separated by Boulenger 8 under the name 
G., blanfordi. Numerous examples collected between the Helman'd 
and the Kushk Rivers in Afghanistan were recorded by Gunther 9 

himself as G. lamta, but Boulenger in the paper cited above has 
referred the same specimens to G. variabitis, Heck., of which he 
regards Nikolski'slo G. rossicus as a synonym. 

In my opinion the Arabian form must be described as a new 
species. I agree with Boulenger ,and Annandale as regards those 
from Abyssinia and Seistan, while G. ,rufus seems to me to be 
specifically distinct. The single specimen from Persia'n Baluchis
tan probably represents an undescribed species, hut I prefer not 
to name it on the basis of a single individual. Boulenger in the 
paper cited above gives a very wide interpretation to the species G. 
variabilis (Heck.), in 'which Tate Regan 11 also included the form 
recently described by Annandale 12 as G. phryne. Mr. Tate Regan 
has, however, recently informed us that ,there are no specimens in 
the British ~1useum that"he can refer to G. variabilis'~ and it is clear, 
that several allied forms are capaple of specific separation. 

Gar.ra arabicat sp. nov. 

1870. Discognathlls lamta, Blanford (in part), Geol. Zool. Abyssinia, 
P·461. 

D. 3/8. A. 2/5. V. 9· P. I4-1 5. 
Garra arab-ica is a fairly stout fish 'with the dorsal profile 

arched and the ventral almost horizontal and straight in front of 
the anal fin, beyond which it rises to the base of the caudal fin. 
The head and body are somewhat depressea. The length of the 
head is contained 4 to 4'3 times and the depth of the body 3'6 to 4 

1 Geol. Zoot. Abyssinia, p. 461 (1870). 
'l Journ. As. Soc. Bengal (n.s.) IX , p. 37, fig. 2 (1913). 
~ Arch. Mus. d' Hist. Nat. Lyon III, p. 153, pI. xvi, figs. 4,5 (I883}. 
4. Faun. Flor. Palest., p. 172, xix, fig. 3 (1884). 
~ The specimen figured by Lortet is quite distinct from Annandale's Palestine 

specImens. 
Ii Rec. Ind. Mus. V~ p. 124 (1910). 
7 .Anll. Mus. Genova XVUI, p. 695 (1883). 
8 Proc. Zool. Soc. London II, p. 160 (1901). 
P Trans. Linn. Soc. (2) V, p. 170 (1889). 

11) Ann. Mus. Zool. Acad. Petersbourg V, p. ~39 (1900). 
II Journ. As. Soc. Benga:l II, p. 8 (1906). 
1£ Rec. Ind. Mus. XVIII, p. 70, pJ..x, fig. 3 pI. xi, fig. 2. 
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times in the length of the fish without the caudal1in. The head 
is 1'3 times as long as broad. 'fhe eye is in the posterior half of 
the head and is contained 4'5 to 5 times in the length of the head, 
2' 4 to· 2 0 8 times in the length of the snout and I'7 to 2 times in the 
interorbital width. 1'he eyes are dorso-lateral in position· and are 
invisible from below. The ·snout projects considerably beyond 
the mouth and the mental disc is well developed. The tubercles 
un the labial fold and alc;o on tl}e free borders of the disc are com
paratively minute. The upper tabial fold is fringed. The gape of. 
the mouth is slightly less than half the length of tl;1e head. There 
are two pairs of barbels; those· at the angle of the mouth are very 

b. 
TEXT-}t'IG. s.-Lateral view and under surface of head·of Carra arabica, sp. nov. 

a. Lateral view of type-specimen. 
b. 1.J nder surface of head of same. 

small. The length of the rostral barbels is less than the diameter of 
the eye. There are 33 to· 34 scales along the lateralline and 9 lon
gitudinal rows between the bases of the dorsal and th~v~ntral fins. 
There are three and a half rows of scales between the lateral lin~ 
and the root of the ventra1. .. Th~ .scales are feebly dey-eloped in 
the reg~on of the chest and also form append3.ges to the bases of. 
the ventrals. The dorsal fin is situated slightly in advance of the 
ventrals; its first divided ray is the longest and its free margin is 
concave. Its origin is much nearer to the tip of the snout than 
to the base of the caudal. The pectoral fin is sharp in the middle 
and is as long as the head. It is separated from the ventrals by 
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half its own length. The ventrals extend beyond the anus but 
the anal does not re'ach the base of the caudal fin. 

In ad ult specimens there is always a well-developed proboscis, 
studded with hollow tubercles projecting in front of the nares on 
the snout. Similar hollow tubercles are also present on other 
parts of the snout. 

The air-bladder is nluch reduced and the two chambers are 
separated by a comparatively long and narrow neck. The follow
ing are the dimensions of the air-bladder in a specimen 102 mrn. 
long without the caudal :-

Length of anterior chamber 
" "posterior" __ .' 

Greatest diameter of anterior chamber 
II " " posterior " 

..J.·S mm, 
3'2 " 
3'3 " 
1'3 " 

The colonr has faded in spirit, but even now indistinct longi
tudinal black bands can, be seen on the body and an indistinct 
black. dot on the operculum near its angle. 

Type-specimen.-F 8123/1, Zoological Survey of ,India (~nd. 
Mtts.). . 

Locality.-From Lahej near Aden~ where it is said to be ver) , 
cQmmon. The specimens were presented to the Indian Museum 
by Dr. W. T. Blanford. 

Measurements in miUi1'netres. 
A. B. C. 

Total lel.lgth exduding caudal 121 121 98 
Lenglh of head 29 2824'S 
Width" I, 21 21'5 18 

Depth of body 33'5 .)2 24 
Length of snout 17 16 13 
Diameter of eye 6 5'S 5'5 
Interorbital width II II'S 9'5 
Heigth of dorsal fin 27 27'5 22'0 
Length of anal " 23 22"5' 20 

" " pectoral" 28 28 24 
" " ventral " 26 ;!6 2 I' 

Length of caudal peduncle 24 19 17 
Depth ,," " 16 16,5 14'5 
Length of rostral barbels 5 4 4'3 
Gape of mouth· 12 13'5 10 

Playfair I in 1870, recorded from Lahej some fish, which he 
referred to G. lamta, on the authority of Gunther. He also gave 
a short description' of his specimens. My examples do hot agree 
with his account of these fishes and, therefore, I suppose that in 
Arabia as .in other countries ,vhere this genus is found there ,is 
probably luore than one species. Our Arabian specimens certainly 
do not belong to G. ~amta, to which they were originally referred. 
The new species differs from ,Playfair's description ill the following 
characters :-

(i) The number of the 1011gitudinal series of scales between 
------------~--- -,----- - -'- -,--

f PI'OC, Zool, Soc. London, pp. 85. 86 (1870), 
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the lateral line and the ventrals is three and a half in G. a'Yabica, 
"'hile it is four and a half in Playfair's form. 

(ii) In G. arabica the pectoral terminates about a half of its· 
own length from the root of the ventral, while in Playfair's ex
amples it terminates "at about its own length before root of 
ventral. " 

(iii) The proportions in the two species do not agree. G. ar~
bica closely resembles G. stenorhynchus and G. gotyla from India in 
the character of the snout, \vhich in these three species possesses 
a proboscis; but vvhereas in the two Indian species the proboscis 
is single, ill the Arabian species it ics provided with two short 
processes near its base, one on each side. The three species also
differ in proportions and ·nunlber of fin-rays. 

Garra sp. 

'? 1897. Discognathlls sp.? ·Nikolsky, Ann. Mus, Zoot. Acad. Peters
bOll1'g I I, p, 348. 

1910. Discognathus lamta, Jenkins, Rec. Ind. Mus. V, p. 124, 

I n this fish the dorsal profile rises from the anterior end of. 
the snout to the origin of the dorsal fin, beyond which it slopes
down to the base of the caudal fin. The ventral profile
in front of the ventrals is straight and horizontal. The head and 
body are depressed and the scales on the chest and the middle 'of 
the abdomen are poorly developed. To the naked eye, indeed, 
the surface appears to be absolutely devoid' of scales, The length 
of the head is contained 3'6 in the length of the fish without. the 
caudal fin. The head is almost 1'4 times as long as broad. The 
eye is almost in ~he middle of the head or somewhat in the poste
rior half, its diameter is contained 5 times in the length of the 
head. It is dorso-Iateral in position and is invisible froln below. 
The interorbital space is slightly less than the length of the snout 
and almost equals the gape of the mouth; it is twice the diameter 
of the eye. The snout projects considerably beyond the mouth" 
which is provided with a fringed labial fold. The mental disc is
well developed. There are eight branched rays in the dorsal and 
five in the anal. The origin of the dorsal is equidistant from the 
elld of the snout and the base of the caudal fin and is also con
siderably in advance of that of the ventral. There are two pairs. 
of shurt barbe!:;. The maxillary barbels are . shorter than the 
dialneter of the eye, while the rostral barbels are longer. There 
are 33 scales along the lateral line and 8 rows between the bases 
of the dorsal and the ventral fins. 

The air-bladder is slightly reduced, oth.erwise it is of the nor
Inal Cyprinid type. The following are its dimensions in a speciolen 
51'5 mm. in length without the caudal:-

I ~ength of posterior chatnber 
" "anterior J} 

Greatest dianleter of posterior chamber 
n ~, " anterior " 

9'5 mOl. 
5'2 I, 
2'0 " 

3'5 " 
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In spirit the upper surface of the head and body is dusky 
and the belly is white. 

Locality.-Only one specimen from Persian Baluchistan 
(W. T. Blanford's Persian collection) has been examined. It is 
imlnature and the sex cannot be deternlined. 

The species differs from G. persica, Berg (I9I3) in having the 
upper lip fringed., in having no scales on the belly and in pro
portions and colouration. In it the eye is situated almost in the 
centre of the hea9., while in G. persica it is in the posterior 
half. 

Garra rufus (Heckel). 
I fL~3. [)is~ogludhlfS rl~flfs. Heckel, Russegger's Keis. I. p. 1071, pi. X. 

fig. 2. 

1884. Diseognathus lamta. Tristram. Faun. Flor. Palest., p. 172, pI. 
xix, fig. 3. 

1913. Diseognathus I amt(/ val'. rufus, Annandale. Journ. As. Soc. 
Bengal (n.s.) I X, pp. 36-38, fig. 2. 

Through the kindness of Mr. Tate Regan, to \Vh01U our best 
thanks are due, w~ are now in possession of the orhdnal description 
of Heckel's species. After a careful conlparison of Dr. Annandale's 
Palestine specimens with the description of Heckel's .G. rufus 
from Syria, I have not been able to find any specific differences. 

In G. r~tfus the air-bladder is well-developed and its length is 
contained 2·7 times in the total length of the fish \vithout the 
caudal fin. 

Garra blanfordi (Boulen'ger). 
190C}. Diseognathus blanfordi. Bouleng-er, Cat. Fl~e5h-'w. Fish. A/rica 

I, p. 249, fig. 263. 

While discu~sing the distribution and relationship of the 
genus Discognath1f,S, Annandale ' pointed out tlie possibility that 
the African species C (may be degenerate rather than prilnitive." 
He had then no African specimens for examination. I have now 
dissected a specimen of G. blantord'i from Abyssinia in order to see 
the air-bladder and the weberian ossicles and find the structure 
of both to be of normal Cyprinid type. The air-bladder is fairly 
extensive and is not covered by any fibrous coat. The weberian 
ossicles and the bladder are of the normal Cyprinid type. It is 
clear, therefore, that D. blan/ordi is not degenerate in so far as the 
air-bladder is concerned. The following are the measurements of a 
specimen 35 mm. in length without the caudal :-

j .ength of anterior chamber 
" "posterior" 

(;reatest diameter of anterior chamber 

" 
" posterior 

Garra adiscus (Annandale). 

5'2 mill. 
TS 
3'6 
,.'" - ,) 

1~)l9. Diseoguathus adiscus, Annandale. Ree. Ind. Mus. XVIlI. p. ({I' 

pI. x, fig. 2; pI. xi, fig. 1. 

192u. Dhcognatlzus adisclIs, Annandale and Hora. ibid., p. 16:). 

I Ree. Ind. A/us. XVIII. p. ()9 (1919) 
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Annandale pointed out in the- description of the species that 
it " must be accepted as an extremely primitive represen tative 'of 
Discognathus." In another paper in the same volt1me (p. r65) I 
concurred in the same view. r have n'ow examined the skeleton 
and the air-bladder more closely and find some corroborative evi ... 
dence, but as has already been pointed out "it is impossible to ex
press any final opinion on the subject until the Malayan species. as
signed to Crossochilus are examined anatomically. 

I have prepared skeletons of the jaws in Crossochilus latia, 
Cirrhina mrigala and Garra adisqus\for comparison and find great 
similarity as regards their bony structure in G. adiscus and C. mri-, 
gala. Both these differ from C. latia in having a longer articular' 
bone and better developed branchiostegal rays. They also differ 
in the character of the basibranchiostegal bone or urohyal. Cor
related w~th these differences there are others in the air-bladder. 
Whereas the bladder of C. mri~ata and G. adt"scus ~re of the nor
mal type, in C. latia it is somevvhat redpced and differs considerably 
from the normal form, more closely resembling that of some' ad
vanced species of Garra. The posterior chamber has become cy~in
drical with an almost uniform thickness throughout, .and its lX7al1s 
are also thickened. It is clear, therefore, that G. adiscus is'more 
closely allied to Cirrlzina than it ,is to Crossochilus. In this respect 
G. adiscus agrees with other less modified species of Ga1'ra I have 
examined. . 

The following are the measnrements of the bladder in a speci
men 58 rom. in length :-' 

Length of anterior chanlber 
,,' "posterior" .,. 

Greatest diameter of. anteri9r ChCtnlber 

6'S mm. 
,I I 

" 
4"5 " 

., ,. " p~sterior " 302 , ~l 

The systematic position of this species is rather dOl1btful. I 
provisionally include it· ~n the genus Garra. 

Garra rossicus (Nikolsky). 
1889. Discognathus lamta, -Gunther, Transo Linn. Soc. Londo~ V (2), 

p. 107., . , 
?I897· D£scognathus var£abilis, N'ikolsky; Ann. M,us. 2,oolo Ac. Sci. St. 

Petersburgh II, p; 347. 
1899. Discognathus v4'1£abilis, Nikolsky, ibid., IV, p. 412. 

19°0 - Discognathus rossic~s, Nikolsky I ibid., V, p. '239,. 
190 5. Discognathus rossicus. Berg, /Z'IJ. Vost.-sibfr. IV, Vuip. 6, p. 

261, pI. iv.' . 
1906. Discognathus variahr:lis, Regan, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal I I p. 8. 
1919- Discognathus phryne, Annandale, Rec. Ind. Mus. XVIII, p. 70. 

pI. x, fig. 3; pI. xi, fig. 2. 

1920• Discognathus phryne, Annandale and Hora, ibid., p. 166. 

This sp'ecies. is closely allied to G. variabilis, Heck., from 
which.it differs in the following characters :-

(i) The origin of the dorsal fin is considerably nearer the ba~e 
of the caudal fin than the tip of the snout. 

(ii) The mininl unl height of the dorsal fin is contained more 
than twice ill its maximum height. 
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(iii). The caudal fin is deeply emarginate. 
(iv) The chest ann ,back are naked. 
(v) The proportions are different in the two species. 
Nikolsky described G. rossicus from the specitnen which he 

had 'previously referred to G. variabilis. Annandale and nlyself 
in I920 regarded Nikolsky's G. var1:abilis as a synonym of G. 
phryne but overlooked his later paper (i900) in which the speci
::fic name rossicus is proposed. I have no.w carefully compared the 
;descrlptions of D. phryne and D. rossicus and do not think that 
there is any difference between the two forms. In -his Latin 
description Nikolsky makes no men tion of the scales <;>n the chest 

"Or oD:- the back; but considering that his specimens were obtained 
.from the same locality whence Annandale described 'his G. phryne, 
,1 have no doubt that the two species al·e identical. 

I refer to this species the specimens collected by Aitchison 
when he was attached to the Afghan Delimitation Commission. 
These examples are not in good condjtion for detailed examina
tion; but so far as I have been able to Inake out the only differ
,ence between them and t:he G. phryne from Seistan lies in the 
structure of the mental disc .. In the 'Afghanistan examples the 
free borders of't,le disc are well developed. 

I also refer to this species Col. MacMahon's specimens from 
S.eistan and several examples collected by tol. Alco~k in the Shila 
and Lora Rivers; Afghanista~. 

This species"is fairly common ih tl:1e hilly country of Baluchis
tan 'but is rare in Seistan and Orien tal Persia. 

Th'e air:.bladder, like the other less 'modified species of Garra~. 
is fairly extensive and is of the normal form": In a 'mature female 
55 mm.· In total length, the measurements are as follows:-

Length of £].nterior chai11ber 6'0 mm~ 
II'O 

" " " posterior " 
G'reatest diameter of anterior chamber . . S'O II' 

" ,t II posterior " 3'5 
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